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Abstract 
 

A major focus of my visual art practice has been to contribute to the un-silencing of 

family and Australian Indigenous community histories and heritage. Un-silencing is 

my term to describe the personal and political acts needed to undo colonial 

structures and thinking. As a part of this undoing or decolonising, I have sought to 

share knowledges and to pass on information and skills through reinvigorating the 

art of Indigenous possum skin cloak-making in South-East Queensland.  

 

Little research or writing about Australian Aboriginal possum skin cloak-making 

exists, which is partly because of the hiatus in the actual making of cloaks as 

garments of use and for ceremony due to the forced interruption of cultural 

practices by early dominating colonialists. There are now only fourteen known 

historical animal skin cloaks or fragments of cloaks in existence. I have closely 

examined two of these cloaks: one is held in the Smithsonian National Museum of 

Natural History in Washington DC, and the other in the Miles Historical Museum in 

Miles, Queensland. In order to continue the cultural practice of possum skin cloak-

making in South-East Queensland, I facilitated (with fellow artist Glennys Briggs) a 

series of over fifty Indigenous community-based possum skin cloak-making 

workshops between 2014 and 2016.  

 

The outcome was the making of six community-owned possum skin cloaks that were 

displayed over six months in the exhibition Art of the Skins, State Library of 

Queensland, in 2016. Little-known historical references to the possum skin cloaks in 

this region were woven into the workshops to bring them to common knowledge 

and to emphasise the significance and importance of the continuum of this 

traditional cultural practice in South-East Queensland. The workshops informed my 

own practice-led research and making. The art on the skins documents biocultural 

knowledge of plants and place, drawn from guidance received from Elders and 

community members. Through this research, I hope to contribute to understanding 

particular aspects of the continuum of Australian Aboriginal cultural object making. 
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Introduction 
 

 

 

Fig 1. My great-grandmother Annie Robertson (c. 1920).  

 

Origins  

The major stimulus of my research and visual works is a need to uncover and better 

understand Australian Indigenous history, to contribute to its ‘un-silencing,’ and to 

re-inscribe an Aboriginal presence. Un-silencing is my term to describe the personal 

and political acts required to undo colonial structures and thinking. This work 

extends and expands upon research undertaken in my Bachelor of Visual Arts 

Honours degree completed in 2013 at Queensland College of Art (QCA), Griffith 

University.1 For that project, I created a possum skin cloak with my family. Titled 

(in)visible (see fig. 2), it spoke of our identity and Ancestral connections through its 

making and illustrations. 

 

I am of Wathaurung and Scottish heritage.2 My great-grandmother Annie Robertson 

was an Aboriginal woman, raised as a Wathaurung, who was born in the European- 

settled, industrial port of Geelong in Victoria towards the end of the nineteenth 

century (fig. 1). Her seafaring partner moved between the ports of Wellington, 
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Aotearoa (New Zealand), and Geelong due to his work. At the end of the century, 

Annie relocated to Wellington, which my family assumes was to escape from being 

subjected to the harsh governmental assimilation practices that were operating in 

Victoria at that time.3 This move meant that Annie and her family became estranged 

from our Australian Aboriginal connections: the extended family, our traditional 

lands, our cultural ways, traditional education and knowledge. Escaping carried with 

it a colonising silencing of our history and heritage. French social writer Albert 

Memmi describes how the most “serious blow suffered by the colonised is being 

removed from history and from your community.”4 My enquiry in this project is 

shaped by my family experiencing the effects of displacement. The relocation of my 

great-grandmother to colonised Aotearoa meant that she was no longer ‘under the 

act’ and government control, but ironically due to social pressures of the time, family 

members did not escape assimilation.  

 

One of the most effective ways to enforce assimilation is through the act of 

silencing. Anthropologist W.E.H. Stanner used the trope the ‘Great Australian 

Silence’ to name the entrenched denial of Aboriginal people in constructions of 

Australian historical knowledges.5 According to Jane Belfrage, “to be ‘silenced’ is to 

have a knowledge claim refused; a reality denied. It is to be rendered an object, 

powerless.”6 With this silencing and the effect of being away from Country and our 

cultural framework, the pressure within the family was to suppress our identity and 

not to remember, or to ‘forget’ being Aboriginal in order to survive.7 

 

A way of surviving when disempowered is to mimic the dominant cultural ways. 

From my family’s perspective, taking up this process became akin to wearing a 

camouflage. Homi Bhabha writes that “colonial mimicry is the desire for a reformed, 

recognizable Other, as a subject of a difference that is almost the same, but not 

quite.”8 Our relocated family fitted in, but not quite. We were not white, but not 

Maori either. Even though a part of my family history is that I come from an oral-

based culture, suppressive outcomes of our assimilation resulted in evidence of our 

culture, identity and history being undervalued, hidden, ignored and untold. In order 

to connect to my heritage, my great-grandmother’s culture, and my Ancestors, I 
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create visual interpretations as expressions of the continuum of our histories, and I 

expose and untell colonising ideologies that Indigenous Australians have adapted to 

in order to survive. My culturally grounded research and work that began as 

personal investigations have expanded to include collaborative, community-based 

practices.  

 

Background 

 

Historical Cloaks 

Aboriginal people have been making animal skin cloaks or rugs for many tens of 

thousands of years as a form of protection and warmth, and also, as in the case of 

possum skin cloaks, for use in ceremonial practices, for carrying babies, and as 

significant personal identifiers through the art on the skins.9 The luxurious fur of the 

brush tail possum (Trichosurus vulpecula) was preferred for cloak-making.10 

Ethnographer James Dawson states that rugs were also made of the skins of wallaby 

and the bush kangaroo, which were inferior to the common possum.11 

 

Many slightly varying methods have been recorded to make historical possum skin 

cloaks, but all were labour-intensive, with many cloaks comprising forty to seventy 

pelts. After the skins were harvested, they were typically scraped clean of excess 

tissue or fat with either sharp-edged stones or mussel shells, and pegged out on bark 

boards to dry by the sun or by a fire.12 Designs and patterns were incised into the 

skin side and then rubbed with fats and ochres to preserve the cloak from insect 

attack and to make it waterproof and supple. The edges of the pelts were squared 

off and sewn together by piercing holes with a bone awl (a type of needle) and 

threaded through with kangaroo tail sinew.13 Cloaks were fastened with wooden or 

bone pins and could be worn in several ways: with one shoulder free for ease of 

movement; on both shoulders with the fur side out; or with the fur side to the 

wearer’s skin exposing the patterning, as worn in ceremonies. 
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Traditionally, a small possum skin cloak was created for an individual at birth and 

skins were added to the cloak throughout the wearer’s lifetime. The intricate designs 

on cloaks were personal, recording clan affiliations such as moiety or totems, maps 

of Country, and life journeys. A person’s cloak was unique to them and often they 

were buried in their cloak. John Fraser noted that each family had its own mark or 

“mombarai” and cited an example where a maker of a possum skin cloak was 

recognised by his mombarai.14  

 

As in other areas, the impact of colonisation in Queensland was extreme. Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander peoples were forcibly removed from their traditional lands 

to missions and reserves, where they were under the control of religious 

organisations and the government.15 For Indigenous people living in these 

circumstances, every aspect of daily life was governed and cultural activities were 

forbidden and punishable. As people no longer had access to resources, the making 

of possum skin cloaks declined rapidly, and government-issue blankets that did not 

offer the same protection and warmth as cloaks were distributed in their place.  

 

A consequence of the swift decline of making possum skin cloaks, and that a person 

was usually buried in their cloak, means that there is a scarcity of historical 

Australian Aboriginal skin cloaks held in collections worldwide. Museum Victoria 

(Melbourne Museum) holds the only two nineteenth-century possum skin cloaks in 

Australia: the Gunditjmara cloak from Lake Condah (c. 1872) and the Yorta Yorta 

cloak from Maiden's Punt, Echuca (c. 1853). There is one other complete cloak in the 

National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution, Washington.16 

Fragments of possum cloaks are held in the Museum of Ethnology, Berlin, Germany, 

which has eight separated skins displayed on a board; and the British Museum, 

which holds a single decorated possum skin pelt.17 A handful of other historical 

Aboriginal animal skin cloaks, including wallaby, kangaroo and koala, can be found in 

Australian and international museums. 
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Contemporary Cloaks 

In 1993, there was a change to the Museums Australia Inc. policy document to 

provide Aboriginal people with more access to museum collections, especially 

anthropologists’ records and photos, so as “to inspire, to reclaim and reignite 

cultural traditions.”18 Robin Usher describes that this change meant there was more 

access for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people to historical collections and 

evidence of traditional lifestyles.19 Victorian Aboriginal artists Vicki Couzens 

(Gunditjmara, Keerray Woorroong), Treahna Hamm (Yorta Yorta), and Lee Darroch 

(Yorta Yorta, Mutti Mutti, Boon Wurrung) were able to take advantage of this policy 

change to view the two historical possum skin cloaks held in Museum Victoria’s 

collection: the Gunditjmara and Yorta Yorta cloaks. I can relate to the poignant 

emotions these artists reported in 1999 when they viewed the cloaks for the first 

time during a printmaking workshop. Couzens described the experience of seeing 

the cloak from her grandmother’s Country as profoundly spiritual: “it was really 

tangible. It was just like a loop to your Ancestors and you could hear them 

whispering.”20 

 

Concerned about the age and fragility of their Ancestors’ rare cloaks and that next 

generations might not get to see them, the artists, along with Couzen’s sister Debra 

Couzens, went on to revive the cloak-making tradition that had been rested for over 

one hundred years.21 After seeking guidance from community Elders and 

undertaking research, they recreated and reproduced the Gunditjmara and the Yorta 

Yorta historical possum skin cloaks. This pivotal project culminated in the Tooloyn 

Koortakay exhibition (2006) at the National Museum of Australia.22  

 

In her presentation at the Museums Australia Conference in 2009, Couzens referred 

to the visionary message given to the artists by the Old Ones: 

Their message, our story, is to return the cloaks to our People, to reclaim, 
regenerate, revitalise and remember. To remember what those cloaks mean to 
us and tell the stories of our People and Country.23 
 

Couzens, Darroch and Hamm, along with Maree Clarke (Mutti Mutti, Yorta Yorta, 

Boon Wurrung, Wemba Wemba), went on to share their possum dreaming and 
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knowledge with other Aboriginal communities, extensively reclaiming and re-

embedding contemporary possum skin cloak-making and wearing in cultural 

practices across south-eastern Australia.24 Couzens states that making a possum skin 

cloak is “a healing journey for all bringing an all encompassing sense of belonging, 

togetherness, pride and strengthening of identity.”25 

 

Strengthening my own and my family’s cultural identity is central to my art practice, 

and the possum skin cloak has become an integral intergenerational connection 

between us. Since 2007, I have been creating many different forms of cloaks using a 

variety of other animal skins and materials.26 I had previously sourced and used 

possum skins in my art practice, but felt I needed to wait for the culturally 

appropriate moment in time to make a possum skin cloak.27 I met fellow Koori artist 

Glennys Briggs (Yorta Yorta, Taungwurrung) while she was enrolled in the Bachelor 

of Contemporary Australian Indigenous Art at QCA.28 In 2013, she had begun to 

make a possum skin cloak after attending a workshop with a Victorian senior cloak 

maker. I helped Glennys make her cloak and learnt from her the feather or baseball 

stitch she had been taught, and together we made our family cloaks (I presented 

mine in my Honours project, mentioned above).29  

 

Creating this initial cloak was challenging: cutting and sorting the skins was followed 

by stitching, which were all laborious processes. I then paused to reflect on the 

narrative I needed to depict on the surface of the skins. Having help from my family 

to determine the cloak’s story was invaluable. My family’s cloak (in)visible (fig. 2) 

was created as a connection to our Ancestors—especially to Annie, our Wathaurung 

great-grandmother. When we wear this cloak, rest under its folds, and share the 

telling of stories, we are living our culture and consolidating our heritage.  
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Fig 2. Carol McGregor (in)visible 2013, possum skin, cotton, ochre, ash, resin, 180 x 210cm. 
Installation of family cloak in, Intimate Spaces Revealed, Canberra Art Space, 2014. 

 

The historical presence of possum skin cloaks in South-East Queensland was publicly 

documented in June 2014 when the Museum of Brisbane featured the exhibition 

Captured: Early Brisbane Photographers and their Aboriginal Subjects. For this 

exhibition, Michael Aird curated photographs of late nineteenth-century Aboriginal 

portraits in Brisbane based on his meticulous research.30 In two images, I observed 

people reclining on possum skin rugs and I became intrigued by the seemingly 

familiar way the Aboriginal women in particular wore government-issued blankets as 

cloaks and European skirts like cloaks, with one shoulder free.31 In several images, 

women are seen wearing blankets as cloaks with a string tied over, around and 

across the front forming a back pouch to carry their children.32 This is the same 

technique used by south-east Aboriginal Australian women, who wore their cloaks, 

and later blankets in this fashion to carry their young children. Because of the 

portrait subjects’ obvious familiarity with cloaks, I wondered: were possum skin 

cloaks just as much a part of traditional culture in South-East Queensland as in New 

South Wales, Victoria, and South Australia? This key question has underpinned my 

research and making.  
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Later in 2014, Aird published in Jane Lydon’s edited collection Calling the Shots: 

Aboriginal Photographies the only known image to exist of a Queensland Aboriginal 

woman wearing a possum skin cloak (fig. 3).33 Aird had spent over twenty-five years 

researching the identity of the photographer, Edward Forster, and was able to place 

the image as being taken Forster’s Maryborough studio.34 Before Aird’s 

identification, it was assumed that this image had been taken in Victoria.35 Aird 

comments that even though “historical documents indicate that possum skin rugs 

were traditionally made in South-East Queensland, only two photographers 

documented them.”36 The absence of historical visual documentation of skin cloaks 

as part of traditional life and material culture in Queensland has aided the misbelief 

that possum skin cloaks were not made this far north.37 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 3. Edward Forster (c 1872), Woman with a possum skin cloak, Maryborough.  
Albumen print, State Library Queensland, JOL 33800. 
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Methodology 

 

In developing research approaches, I continually encountered coercions to assimilate 

into practices and academic processes that are dominantly Western ideologically 

focused.38 However, my approach is to use as many Indigenous ways of being, 

knowing, and thinking to develop methodologies that reveal my culture as 

contemporary, living, and authentic. I have found that many questions can only 

begin to be answered in the act of making. This methodology contributes to an 

expanded notion of how relevant cultural research—including physical making—is 

conducted, communicated and incorporated into contemporary cultural practices.  

 

There are four components that have enabled my research to coalesce: my personal 

art practice; my community connections; my viewing of evidence of historical cloaks 

of South-East Queensland; my engagement with and development of decolonising 

methodologies.  

 

Along with the Captured exhibition and my art practice, I was reading local 

Aboriginal histories to understand and respect the Indigenous communities I was 

living and working in.39 Reading Maori academic Linda Tuhiwai Smith’s (Ngati Awa, 

Ngati Porou) Decolonising Methodologies (1999) confirmed my decision to proceed 

with my own developing research methodologies. Tuhiwai Smith’s Indigenous 

agenda and model of self-determination, sovereignty, building capacity, and working 

towards healing, reconciliation and development align with my research approach. 

From Tuhiwai Smith’s model, I have extracted project themes that identify 

Indigenous methodologies. Furthermore, in The Sage Handbook of Qualitative 

Research, Tuhiwai Smith describes a “community-up” approach, where the 

researcher is respectful, cautious, mindful and reflective; meets face to face and 

allows people to define their own space and meeting terms; looks and listens to 

develop cultural understanding; recognises differences; and is generous with sharing 

their knowledge, thus empowering communities.40 She lists the following Indigenous 

methodology project themes in Decolonizing Methodologies:41 
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1. Claiming 

2. Testimonies 

3. Story telling 

4. Celebrating survival 

5. Remembering 

6. Indigenising 

7. Intervening 

8. Revitalising and regenerating 

9. Connecting 

10. Reading 

11. Writing and theory making 

12. Representing 

 

13. Gendering 

14. Envisioning 

15. Reframing 

16. Restoring 

17. Returning 

18. Democratising 

19. Networking 

20. Naming 

21. Protecting 

22. Creating 

23. Negotiating 

24. Discovering our knowledge 

25. Sharing 

 

My research is further supported by the writings of academics Lester-Irabinna Rigney 

(Narungga, Kaurna, Ngarrindjeri), Karen Martin (Noonuccal), and Shawn Wilson 

(Opaskwayak Cree from Manitoba, Canada). We all employ an Indigenous 

epistemology that privileges our worldviews and relational practices. Rigney asserts 

three principles for Indigenist research: the research must involve resistance as an 

emancipatory imperative; the research has political integrity; and the research must 

give voice to Indigenous people.42 Martin expands on Rigney’s principles and places 

Aboriginal ontology—Ways of Knowing, Ways of Being, Ways of Doing—at the heart 

of an Indigenous theoretical framework. Martin explains: 

Ways of Knowing are specific to ontology and Entities of Land, Animals, 
Plants, Waterways, Skies, Climate and the Spiritual systems of Aboriginal 
groups. Knowledge about ontology and Entities is learned and reproduced 
through processes of: listening, sensing, viewing, reviewing, reading, 
watching, waiting, observing, exchanging, sharing, conceptualising, 
assessing, modelling, engaging and applying.  
 
We are part of the world as much as it is part of us, existing within a 
network of relations amongst Entities that are reciprocal and occur in 
certain contexts. This determines and defines for us rights to be earned 
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and bestowed as we carry out rites to country, self and others—our Ways 
of Being. 
 
Our Ways of Doing are a synthesis and an articulation of our Ways of 
Knowing and Ways of Being. These are seen in our languages, art, 
imagery, technology, traditions and ceremonies, land management 
practices, social organisation and social control.43 
 
 

 
Martin also wrote seven rules for culturally respectful research, stating there needs 

to be respect for Aboriginal relationality to Country, Aboriginal Law, our Elders, 

culture, community, family, and futures. In this way, Martin states that “the 

Indigenist research interface is no longer a site of resistance, but a site of 

decolonisation and transformation.”44 Martin’s further development of an Indigenist 

approach to knowledge underpins my transformative relational Indigenist research.  

 

Wilson also looks to the relationality of knowledge in an Indigenous methodology: 

The dominant (Western) paradigm is that the researcher is an individual in 
search of knowledge, knowledge is something that is gained, and therefore 
may be owned by an individual. An Indigenous paradigm comes from the 
fundamental belief that knowledge is relational. Knowledge is shared with all 
of creation… it is a relationship with all of creation. It is with the cosmos, it is 
with the animals, with the plants, with the earth that we share this 
knowledge.45 

 

Many years ago, I was instructed in the Indigenous spiritual concept of ‘inner deep 

listening’, Dadirri, and I employ this as a research methodology. Miriam-Rose 

Ungunmerr-Baumann (Ngangiwumirr) has articulated that Dadirri is an awareness or 

contemplation that taps deep into the spring that is within us.46 This reflective 

listening is a conduit to knowing the way and how to be in this research. 

 

Yarning as a methodology is equally significant. Dawn Bessarab (Bard/Yjindjabandi) 

and Bridget Ng’andu asserted yarning as a legitimate method in Indigenist 

research.47 Given the oral-based cultural background of most Indigenous groups, this 

has been and continues to be a major form of Indigenous information sharing and 

story and history validations. Face-to-face communications that require community 
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connections, listening, and personal engagement stand to transform research 

approaches and outcomes.  

 

I also incorporate acts of making, wearing, and using of cloaks as integral parts of my 

research methodology. Cloaks speak to material cultures and continue to be 

repositories of knowledge and are authoritative mediums for cultural continuum and 

connection.  

 

Using these research methodologies, this project includes two components: my 

personal practice and my community projects. It was culturally necessary to look 

outward to the communities that I live and work in. Acknowledging, connecting and 

sharing with these communities are integral to our culture and this project engages 

with these practices and our ways of knowing, doing and being. Rather than just 

retelling or sharing our stories, Tuhiwai Smith calls for us to be part of a larger intent, 

to create spaces of self-determination, resistance and hope. As I have not lived on 

our Wathaurung traditional lands—instead living in Aotearoa, Tasmania, and, for 

most of my life, in South-East Queensland—I am respectful of being a visitor or guest 

on Turrbal, Yuggara, Quandamooka, Jinibara, Yugambeh and Gubbi Gubbi/Kabi Kabi 

Country. I am appreciative that I have been welcomed into the Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander communities in South-East Queensland where I live, speak and work. 

 

My DVA submission is composed of a physical exhibition and this exegesis that 

documents personal and community artworks. The exegesis is divided into three 

chapters.  

 

Chapter 1: Art of the Skins records the processes of organising and facilitating 

community workshops to create the first contemporary possum skin cloaks in South-

East Queensland. Collaborating with the State Library of Queensland, the resulting 

major exhibition Art of the Skins showcased historical research and the six 

community possum skin cloaks made.  
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Chapter 2: Hand of the Maker highlights paradoxes of the archive and the museum. 

I explain how objects that are housed in these places are available to us as resources, 

but their contained, archived presence also speaks of colonisation and dispossession. 

This paradox is manifested in my works Twining Time (2016) and The Cornerstone 

Project (2011–18). I describe the potency of materiality and the hand of the maker 

that was brought to the fore through my being with the historical cloaks in the 

Smithsonian Museum in Washington DC, and the Miles Historical Museum, Miles, 

Queensland.  

 

Chapter 3: Personal Projects details the methods and material developments in 

making the cloaks black seeds (2016) and Skin Country (2018). I also explain how the 

influences of my personal biocultural practices and environmental concerns impact 

on my visual markings on cloaks. 

 

My final DVA exhibition Art of the skins: unsilencing and remembering brings 

together two components: my personal practice that is represented by Skin Country 

(2018) and the community projects that are represented by Brisbane Community 

Cloak (2015–16), Brisbane River Cloak (2015–16), Gold Coast Community Cloak 

(2015–16), Gold Coast Drum Cloak (2015–16), and the Gubbi Gubbi/Kabi Kabi Cloak 

(2015–16). 

 
 
1 Prior to this, I completed the Bachelor of Contemporary Australian Indigenous Art degree at the 
same institution. 
2 Fourteen clan groups lived in the traditional Wathaurung boundaries that start along the Victorian 
coastline from Werribee to the Lorne Peninsula area, then traverses inland to Colac, through to 
Cressy, onwards to Ballarat.  
3 The Victorian Government enacted the first Australian legislation for the “management of the 
Aboriginal natives” in 1869. The Aboriginal Protection Act 1869 enabled regulation and control over 
all aspects of the lives of Victorian Aboriginal people. The Governor could also order the removal of 
any child from their family to an industrial school or reformatory. Historian Michael Christie notes 
that it was “a fully-fledged absorptionist policy” to ensure that all ‘Aborigines’ would eventually die 
out. Michael F. Christie, Aborigines in Colonial Victoria, 1835–86 (Sydney: University of Sydney Press, 
1979), 201. 
4 Albert Memmi, The Colonizer and the Colonized (Boston: Beacon Press, 1965), 91. 
5 William Edward Stanner, “The Great Australian Silence,” Ch 2 In The 1968 Boyer Lectures: After The 
Dreaming (Sydney: Australian Broadcasting Commission [1969], 1974), 21. 
6Jane Belfrage, “The Great Australian Silence: Inside Acoustic Space,” Australian Sound Design Project, 
1994, http://www.sounddesign.unimelb.edu.au/site/papers/AusSilence.html. 
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7 ‘Country’ is a term used by Australian Indigenous people to refer to a specific place within Australia, 
and not Australia itself. There are more than 260 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Countries and 
language groups across Australia. Country refers to the land belonging to the traditional language 
group of that area—as in our Wathaurung Country. Indigenous people see Country as interconnecting 
spiritual, physical, cultural, and historical relationships with the land, waters, sky and all living things. 
8 Homi K. Bhabha, The Location of Culture (London: Routledge, 1994), 86. 
9 In historical archives, skin cloaks were often called rugs, and the terms can be interchangeable. 
10 See John Fraser, The Aborigines of New South Wales (Sydney: Charles Potter, Govt Printer, 1892), 
47, and Roderick Flanagan, The Aborigines of Australia (Sydney George Robertson and Co, 1888), 57. 
11 James Dawson, Australian Aborigines, The Languages and Customs of Several Tribes of Aborigines in 
the Western District of Victoria, Australia, Facsimile (Canberra: Australian Institute of Aboriginal 
Studies [1881] 1981). 
12 See Charles Mountford, “Australian Aboriginal Skin Rugs,” In Records of the South Australian 
Museum, Adelaide, South Australian Museum, (1963) vol. 14, 525–43, and Richard Wright, A 
Modicum of Taste: Aboriginal Cloaks and Rugs (Canberra: Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, 
1979) for collected references to different methods of skin cloak-making. 
13 An awl is a type of needle without an eye (or hole) for the thread to be threaded through. 
14 John Fraser, The Aborigines of New South Wales, 45. 
15 See The Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act 1897 (Qld). 
16 The possum skin cloak held in the Smithsonian collection will be discussed later in this thesis. 
17 For more information, see Henry Atkinson et al., “’Wrapped in Country’: Conserving and 
Representing Possum-Skin Cloaks as In/Tangible Heritage,” in Refashioning and Redress: Conserving 
and Displaying Dress, ed. Mary M. Brooks and Dinah D. Eastop (Los Angeles: Getty Conservation 
Institute, 2016), 61. 
18 See Museum Australia Inc policy document: Previous Possessions, New Obligations, since updated 
2005, http://www.nma.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/3296/ccor_final_feb_05, 63 
19 Robin Usher, “Tradition Wrapped up in Cloaks of Possum,” The Age, 13 March 2006, 14. 
20 Vicki Couzens in Amanda Reynolds et al., Wrapped in a Possum Skin Cloak (Canberra: National 
Museum of Australia Press, 2005), 4. 
21 Other artists had previously created contemporary possum skin cloaks, including Val Heap (Yorta 
Yorta), Uncle Wally Cooper (Yorta Yorta, Moidaban), Gayle Maddigan (Wamba Wamba, Wertigika, 
Dhudhuroa, Nyeri Nyeri) and Kelly Koumalatsos (Wergaia, Wamba Wamba). See Atkinson et al., 
“Wrapped in Country,” 52–53.  
22 For more on this project, see Reynolds et al., Wrapped in a Possum Skin Cloak.  
23 Vicki Couzens, Kooramook yakeen: Possum Dreaming, Culture Victoria, 2011, 
https://cv.vic.gov.au/stories/aboriginal-culture/possum-skin-cloaks/kooramook-yakeen-possum-
dreaming-by-vicki-couzens/. 
24 Couzens generated the proposal meerta peeneeyt, yana peeneeyt, tanam peeneeyt kooramook: 
stand strong, walk strong, proud flesh strong, possum skin cloak, for the Commonwealth Games, 
Melbourne 2006. From this, the senior cloak makers developed the project kooramook yakeen: 
possum cloak dreaming and worked with local community, artists and traditional owners to create 
over sixty possum skin cloaks which were worn in the opening ceremony of the Games.  
25 Couzens, Kooramook yakeen: possum dreaming. 
26 Two of these cloaks, Identity Cloak (2008) and Journey Cloak (2012), are discussed later in this 
thesis. 
27 My possum skins are ethically sourced from Aotearoa, where the introduced Australian possum is a 
noxious pest. The New Zealand government have undertaken a significant culling program and the 
resultant possum skins are processed for further use, including as a possum fur and wool fibre and as 
whole tanned possum pelts. 
28 Koori is a name given to south-eastern Australian Aboriginal people. 
29 This stitch and my stitch development are discussed in further chapters. 
30 Aird limited the scope of images included in Captured to those taken in the 1860s by the four 
photographers working in Brisbane at the time.  
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31 It is uncertain whether the possum cloak used in these images travelled to Brisbane with 
photographer William Knight as part of his ‘studio props’ when he moved to Queensland from 
Victoria. For more on wearing of possum skin cloaks, see Margaret Maynard, Fashioned from Penury 
Dress as Cultural Practice in Colonial Australia (Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, 1994), and 
Fabri Blacklock, “Aboriginal Skin Cloaks,” in Berg Encyclopaedia of World Dress and Fashion Volume 7: 
Australia, New Zealand, and the Pacific Islands, ed. Margaret Maynard (Sydney: Berg Publishers, 
Sydney, 2011), 35–36, https://www.bloomsbury.com/au/berg-encyclopedia-of-world-dress-and-
fashion-vol-7-9781847883964/. 
32 A video link to this exhibition at the Museum of Brisbane can be found here: 
https://www.museumofbrisbane.com.au/whats-on/captured-early-brisbane-photographers-and-
their-aboriginal-subjects/. 
33 Michael Aird, “Aboriginal People and four early Brisbane photographers,” in Jane Lydon, Calling the 
Shots: Aboriginal Photographies (Canberra: Aboriginal Studies Press, 2014), 141. 
34 Personal conversation with Michael Aird, 2019. 
35 The photograph is part of the John Oxley collection that includes other images taken in Victoria. The 
John Oxley Library is part of the State Library Queensland and contains collections unique to 
Queensland. 
36 Aird, “Aboriginal People and Four Early Brisbane Photographers,” 142. The two photographers were 
Edward Forster and William Knight. 
37 Many historical and contemporary texts refer to traditional possum skin cloaks being made only in 
south-eastern Australia. In 1910, Walter Roth noted that “the manufacture of Opossum-cloaks and 
Kangaroo-rugs is now a lost art in Queensland, and in the course of all my wanderings I have never 
seen a single specimen.” Walter E. Roth, “Decoration, Deformation, and Clothing,” North Queensland 
Ethnography, Bulletin No. 15. Records of the Australian Museum 8, no.1, (1910), 20–54, DOI 
10.3853/j.0067-1975.8.1910.933. 
38 For example, I have found the ethics process challenging. For discussions on Indigenous research 
scholars who find themselves as ‘outsiders-within’ in university spaces, see Peter Knudtson and David 
Suzuki, Wisdom of the Elders (Crows Nest, NSW: Allen & Unwin, 1992). 
39 My use of the word ‘community’ is to describe an Indigenous community where there is a sense of 
engagement and belonging that is not necessarily from kinship, but from long acquaintance and 
sharing in cultural and political realities.  
40 Linda Tuhiwai Smith, “On Tricky Ground: Researching the Native in the Age of Uncertainty,” in The 
Sage Handbook of Qualitative Research, ed. N. K. Denzin & Y. S. Lincoln (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, 
2005), 98. 
41 Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Decolonizing Methodologies Research and Indigenous Peoples, Zed Books Ltd, 
University of Otago Press, Dunedin, 1999, 143-164. 
42 Lester-Irabinna Rigney, “Indigenous Australian Views on Knowledge Production and Indigenist 
Research,” Journal Studies (AIATSIS) 1, no. 3 (2003): 39.  
43 Karen Martin, “Ways of Knowing, Being and Doing: A Theoretical Framework and Methods for 
Indigenous and Indigenist Research,” Journal of Australian Studies 76 (2003): 209–10. 
44 Karen Martin, Please Knock Before You enter: Aboriginal Regulation of Outsiders and the 
Implications for Researchers (Teneriffe, Qld: Post Pressed, 2008), 131. 
45 Shawn Wilson, “What Is Indigenous Research Methodology?” Canadian Journal of Native Education 
25, no. 2 (2001): 175–79.  
46 Miriam Rose Ungunmerr-Baumann, “Dadirri, Deep Listening,” 2002, http://nextwave.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/Dadirri-Inner-Deep-Listening-M-R-Ungunmerr-Bauman-Refl.pdf. The word, concept 
and spiritual practice that is dadirri (da-did-ee) is from the Ngan'gikurunggurr and Ngen'giwumirri 
languages of the Aboriginal peoples of the Daly River region (Northern Territory, Australia). See The 
Miriam Rose Foundation, https://www.miriamrosefoundation.org.au/about-dadirri. 
47 Dawn Bessarab and Bridget Ng’andu, “Yarning about Yarning as a Legitimate Method in Indigenous 
Research,” International Journal of Critical Indigenous Studies 3, no. 1 (2010): 37–50, 
http://www.isrn.qut.edu.au/pdf/ijcis/v3n1_2010/Final_Bessarab_Bridget_IJCIS.pdf. 
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Chapter 1: Art of the Skins  
 

 

My Art of the Skins project is an important undertaking in promoting a cultural 

resurgence that embraces memories, sharing, making and belonging. Research for 

the project began in 2014 and culminated with the Art of the Skins exhibition at the 

State Library of Queensland in 2016. The exhibition heralded the re-activation of 

making and wearing possum skin cloaks in South-East Queensland. 

 

Research 

From early 2014, I began conversations with and sought guidance from Indigenous 

Elders in the Sunshine Coast, Brisbane and Gold Coast communities on their 

knowledge of South-East Queensland possum skin cloaks and about the possibility of 

reclaiming this practice by holding cloak-making workshops. Significantly, the Elders 

were positive and supportive of the project and some spoke of their awareness of 

the tradition of possum rugs.  

 
My research into and study of nineteenth and early twentieth-century writings 

about possum skin cloaks in South-East Queensland has taken me to historical 

societies, museums and libraries, and on visits to private pastoral stations.1 Along 

the way I have discovered many references to the making and wearing of possum 

skin cloaks and other animal skin cloaks in Queensland.2 

 

The first references to possum skin cloaks in Queensland that I found were in a 

memoir compiled by Constance Campbell Petrie on her father, based on his 

extensive notes on Aboriginal life in South-East Queensland. Tom Petrie arrived in 

Moreton Bay in 1837 and his writings on early Brisbane make multiple mention of 

possum skin cloaks and rugs, noting they were “greatly prized” and used as clothing, 

bedding, drums, ceremonial objects, and for holding babies.3 Petrie also articulated 

that dampened kangaroo tail sinew was used to sew possum skin cloaks in the 

greater Brisbane region and that they were highly valued for trade from inland to 
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sea.4 According to ethnographers Norman Tindale and Harold Lindsay, “the skin rugs 

worn by the aborigines of the Logan River of Queensland were almost as voluminous 

as those worn by the Victorians.”5 

 

Another key reference to cloaks is from John Mathew, described as a Presbyterian 

minister and anthropologist, who explained that cloaks made in South-East 

Queensland used the same processes as those made in the southern states.6 He also 

documented artwork inscribed on the inside of a Gubbi Gubbi possum cloak, stating 

that “much time was spent in preparing the rugs. The flesh was rubbed off the skins 

with stones. Generally a rude linear design was scratched on the inside of each skin 

and coloured with Kuthing, a red clay.”7  

 

The most comprehensive historical description of possum skin cloak-making in 

South-East Queensland is the recorded oral account that Gaiarbau, or Grandfather 

Willie McKenzie, gave to Dr Winterbotham in the early 1950s.8 Gaiarbau was a 

Jinibara Aboriginal man born in the 1880s, who was raised in Kilcoy, around 100 

kilometres north-east of Brisbane. 

 

As a senior songmaker of the Jinibara people, Gaiarbau reported on tribal customs 

including possum skin cloak-making and wearing in the region. While the European 

ethnographic records pay only brief attention to this region’s cultural practice, 

Gaiarbau described in detail how possum cloaks were made and used in his and 

other south-east Aboriginal communities: 

After cleaning, ashes were well rubbed into cure them [possum skins]. The 
edges were squared off, and then sewn together with kangaroo tendon, which 
if too thick, was spilt down to the desired size. The edges were sewn with two 
stitches, one from each side, through holes made with a bone needle with no 
eye, which was made from the leg bone of a wallaby… and that the sinews 
were so cleverly spliced together that the join could scarcely be noticed.9 

 
Gaiarbau relayed that the cloaks were “decorated on the skin side with figures of 

kangaroos, emus and other designs in red, yellow, black and white.”10 Interestingly, 

he stated that tree sap not ochres were used for the art on the skins and that the 

colours “were stains not ordinary clays…as they remained unaltered even if the rugs 
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got wringing wet.”11 This contrasts with other sources made around the same time, 

which assert that ochres were rubbed into the skins with animal fats to create the 

designs and patternings on South-East Queensland historical possum skin cloaks.12  

 

Writing in 1907, ‘settler’ John Hinchcliffe stated when referring to Yugambeh (Gold 

Coast) corroborees that  

The Elder and married gins [Aboriginal women] beat time with the palms of 
their hands on possum skins folded and held between their thighs 
representative of drums; whilst the younger ones beat time on their naked 
thighs.13 

 

Similarly, Petrie recalled that “when a good fire was raging,” Aboriginal women in 

the Brisbane region “would have an opossum rug folded up between their thighs, 

which they beat with the palms of their hands, and so kept time with the song they 

sang.”14 

 

Petrie described how possum cloaks were used to carry babies, which is in a similar 

fashion to the blankets worn in the historical images featured in Captured: 

 They were folded over and then hung round the neck, kept in place there by a string 
put through the fold. When there happened to be a little pickanniny, 
[Aboriginal baby] it was put in between the rug and the back, and a dilly (which 
was always carried hung on over the rug) with its contents, prevented the child 
from slipping down. The furry side of the rug was next the child.15 

 
Gaiarbau also recalled that his mother told him that she had carried him in a possum 

skin rug this way.16 

 

Gaiarbau’s Country (Jinibara) was host to the Bunya Bunya feast that usually 

occurred every three years when there were large harvests of the fruiting cones 

from the native Bunya pine tree. These cones could weigh up to ten kilograms and 

hold 120 kernels or nuts (similar to chestnuts), which were an important food source 

of fats, starch and proteins.17 Coordinated by smoke signals and messengers, these 

large gatherings of Aboriginal tribes—up to 12,000 people—included those who had 

travelled from as far as away as Queensland central highlands and central New 

South Wales to share in the nutritionally rich nuts.18 At the Bunya Bunya, traditional 
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hostilities were put aside and ‘business’ was conducted: judicial decisions were 

made, marriages arranged, corroborees shared, crafts learnt, and items traded. 

Gaiarbau recorded extensive details of the Bunya gatherings and how they were 

important for gathering information and sharing new knowledge. In his account 

Gaiarbau stated that the thick warm skins of the black scrub possum were valued for 

cloak-making and traded for this purpose.19 As Bunya cones are ripe at the beginning 

of autumn, it can safely be assumed that the method of making cloaks—similar to 

that described by Gaiarbau above—was shared among all the tribes who visited for 

the cultural feast and exchange, since the colder months were nearly upon them. 

 

For my project, it was essential to share these historical accounts with local Elders 

and communities. When yarning about the research and holding workshops, 

wherever possible, I took along my family possum skin cloak and often the stroking 

of the fur brought back memories and connection to the cloaks. Many people, 

however, were unaware that their Ancestors had made and worn possum skin 

cloaks, but some remembered their experiences of wallaby skin rugs as distinct from 

earlier written references that report the cloaks in this region were generally made 

from possum skins. Possum skin cloaks disappeared rapidly when access to possums 

was made difficult and cultural practices were denied at the end of the nineteenth 

century. An 1895 article in The Queenslander newspaper highlights the rapid decline 

of the making of cloaks within a generation: 

How is it that the blacks [Aboriginal people] have given up making possum 
rugs? Those who remember Brisbane in the early days will recall the fact that 
many a fine warm rug could be bought for a comparative song, with the skins 
well-cured and sewn together with sinews.20  

 

While my research reveals the historical presence and making of possum skin cloaks 

and rugs in South-East Queensland, there had been no contemporary practice of 

making and wearing them in this region until my project. Senior Victorian cloak 

maker Treahna Hamm has described how it is the job of Indigenous artists to pass on 

our cultural knowledge and identity to family and communities.21 Similarly, curator 

Dr Christiane Keller has noted that exchanges between artists and participants 

collaborating in workshops have played a key role in the transmission of knowledge 
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and skills.22 These viewpoints inform my research and have influenced my studio 

practice and my development and facilitation of cloak-making workshops in 

Queensland. 

 

With the protocol of Elders consent in place, it became essential to empower South-

East Queensland communities with my research, along with the skills involved with 

contemporary cloak-making.23 

 

Development 

The State Library of Queensland is the only Australian state library to have a 

dedicated Indigenous space. Named ‘kuril dhagun,’ it is also a public programming 

unit that employs Indigenous staff who curate a program of events, workshops and 

exhibitions working in collaboration with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 

in various community engagement activities. The philosophy of kuril dhagun is to 

foster partnerships with Indigenous communities, building capacity and a greater 

understanding and awareness of Indigenous knowledge, history and culture. With 

this knowledge, I approached kuril dhagun in 2015 with a proposal for Glennys Briggs 

and I to facilitate cloak-making workshops and to hold the first Queensland possum 

skin cloak exhibition. Securing support from kuril dhagun meant that the project, Art 

of the Skins, was embraced and could be considerably expanded.24  

 

Workshops 

For Art of the Skins, more than fifty possum skin cloak-making workshops were held 

on the Sunshine Coast, the Gold Coast, and in Brisbane; during these workshops, 

over 120 community members created six contemporary possum skin cloaks. Only 

one Traditional Owner or language group cloak was made—belonging to the Gubbi 

Gubbi/Kabi Kabi people—with the other cloaks being open to contributors residing 

in either the Brisbane, Sunshine Coast or Gold Coast regions.25 Participants chose 

which workshops to participate in, embracing the contemporary and often complex 

nature of our Indigenous communities.  
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In developing the workshop program, it was vital to ensure the following:  

• that workshop invitations reached each community and their Elders through 

as many channels as possible;  

• that the workshop spaces and our program were Indigenised by integrating 

our ways of knowing, being and doing with respect, acknowledgement and 

protocol; 

• that local cultural protocols were incorporated, including Welcome or 

Acknowledgements to Country, and ceremonial cleansing and/or smoking of 

the possum skins from Aotearoa or the completed possum skin cloak (to be 

determined by each community); 

• that the workshops were accessible and flexible, in terms of locations and 

styles that were suitable for diverse participants and communities;  

• that the workshops were facilitated in collaboration with local artists from 

each community;  

• that the workshops acknowledged the cultural significance of possum skin 

cloaks, with specific historical references given to each community along with 

historical uses and methods of making; 

• that information on our shared and developed method of contemporary 

cloak-making, and on where our materials are sourced from were 

appropriately explained.  

• that access to ochres that everyone was able to culturally use was provided 

as well as participants invited to source their own ochres from Country; 

• that financial supporters were acknowledged; 

• that contemporary possum skin cloak-making—including Victorian Senior 

cloak makers and other skin cloak makers—were acknowledged;  

• that the workshops supported a continuum of cultural knowledge;  

• that Glennys and I shared our skills among each group;  

• that the workshops provided strong opportunities for intergenerational 

learning; 

• that the workshops encouraged yarning, networking, and connecting through 

communal learning;  
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• that the workshops built a sense of cultural pride—strengthening both 

community and individual identities; 

• that the workshops included a discussion of cultural protocols around 

appropriate cloak designs and stories, and honoured cultural law around 

traditional designs; 

• that participants were encouraged to seek advice from their family and 

community, including Ancestors and Elders; 

• that Glennys and I provided support and guidance to participants, especially 

around emotions that may surface when making possum skin cloaks and 

working in a cultural space; 

• that practical aspects of working with the materials and equipment including 

Health and Safety, were kept in mind;  

• that each community had the opportunity to discuss the legacy of their cloak 

(i.e. to plan a cultural life for the cloak) after the Art of the Skins exhibition; 

and  

• that each community owned their cloak from the beginning of the making 

(developing their cloak’s concept and stories) through to managing their 

cloak’s cultural future. 

 

Before commencing our workshops, I visited artist and senior possum cloak maker 

Maree Clarke. In her Melbourne residence, we yarned about her work, the Art of the 

Skins project, and possum skin cloak-making in Queensland. Her backyard is a place 

of continuous activity, with piles of harvested giant river reeds drying in one corner, 

kangaroo leather, tail sinews and teeth laid out for processing. In “Maree's Backyard: 

Intercultural Collaborations for Indigenous Sovereignty in Melbourne,” Clarke 

describes her little backyard as a space that people can come to and engage with her 

work, collaborate, create and learn.26 She states that her approach “is about sharing 

knowledge and passing on cultural knowledge and creative practices.”27 Clarke was 

generous in sharing process, information and guidance while passing on positive 

support for the Queensland workshops and project. 
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Working alongside artist Melinda Serico (Gubbi Gubbi) in planning the cloak-making 

workshops for the Gubbi Gubbi/Kabi Kabi language group, the community decided 

that their traditional winter camping grounds on Country—Kenilworth, 150 

kilometres north of Brisbane–would be a suitable gathering place to begin their 

possum skin cloak as this was traditionally where their cloaks were made (and worn) 

from thick winter possum. Over four days in September 2015, participants could 

either camp on site or visit each day for as long as they liked.28 

 

Before the workshops, with consultation from Gubbi Gubbi/Kabi Kabi Elders and 

other community members, they decided to begin their cloak by sewing up the top 

row of the skins and inscribing emu feet walking across the top of the cloak, as the 

emu is a strong Gubbi Gubbi/Kabi Kabi personal totem. In describing historical Gubbi 

Gubbi/Kabi Kabi cloaks, John Mathew stated: 

Rugs were made generally of 'possum skins, sewn together with sinews taken 
from the kangaroo's tail…Their skin rugs were rudely ornamented on the under 
side. By scratching with stones curved lines were made, and also poor 
representations of emus' feet.29 
 

 

Serico was selected to illustrate the emu feet as she employs this design in her 

artworks. In her planning, Serico found it difficult to start her drawings and after 

yarning about this, she and I both realised that she felt she had to depict Mathew’s 

reference to the “poor representations of emus' feet” on her Ancestors’ cloaks. It 

was an important lesson on how we as Indigenous people view Western historical 

references and writings about our culture. We have to recognise that they are 

writing from another’s perspective—seeing us, as Bhaba states, as the “other.”30 

Nineteenth-century professional and amateur ethnographers, anthropologists and 

collectors (generally white males) often described our Ancestors’ Indigenous 

artefacts from their own cultural views. Their emphasis was on quantitative data and 

observations, with no emic perspective or “insider’s point of view” present.31 Any 

cloak references by these writers lacked understanding that the cloak markings held 

cultural significance and meaning. Ironically, it is from these ethnographic records 

that Aboriginal people today gain much information on traditional culture. 
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After noting this, Serico and I yarned about the significance of the emu, her mob’s 

traditional art styles, her own techniques, and the pride and respect we have for our 

heritage. Tuhiwai Smith has argued that we need to rewrite and reright out position 

in history from our perspective—how we want to “tell our own stories, write our 

own versions, in our ways, for our own purposes.”32 As Tuhiwai Smith continues, this 

is “a very powerful need to give testimony to and restore a spirit.”33 Utilising this 

standpoint, privileging her voice and the strength of her identity, Serico created a 

potent emu footprint and feather design that culturally and appropriately anchors 

the Gubbi Gubbi/Kabi Kabi possum skin cloak.34  

 

Curator and writer Carol Cooper has noted the were two styles present in the 

original cloaks: that of using recognisable geometric patterns that were etched on 

separate skins, which were then sewn together, as seen on cloaks that grew with 

you from birth; and that of using larger free-form designs (or stories) that were 

inscribed over a cloak’s interior after the stitching was complete.35 As part of the 

planning for their cloak/s, each community decided on what method they would use 

and the concept for their story and or designs (figs. 5, 7). For the Gubbi Gubbi/Kabi 

Kabi cloak, the community decided to do a mix of both styles. On previously sewn 

skins, the Mary River (Kenilworth region) was mapped out through the centre with a 

large sacred Bunya tree on the right-hand side—honouring Country. Gubbi 

Gubbi/Kabi Kabi individuals, or families, had separate skins on which they marked 

their story, or totem, which were then sewn into their cloak (fig. 6).  

 

The Gold Coast community decided to complete two cloaks—a larger community 

cloak featuring separate skin designs and a smaller ‘drum cloak’ that was firstly sewn 

up before community handprints in ochre were placed on it (fig. 8). The skins for 

their larger cloak are from the lighter coastal grey possums, but one dark brown pelt 

was included to represent the inland trade, as mentioned in historical cloak 

references for the Gold Coast region (fig. 9).  
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Fig 4. Ceremonial cleansing by smoking the possum skins from Aotearoa. 

 

 

Fig 5. Gubbi Gubbi/Kabi Kabi Community Cloak planning, 2015. 
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Fig 6. Gubbi Gubbi/Kabi Kabi Community Cloak, 2015—detail, possum skin, ochre, cotton thread. 

Fig 7. Gold Coast Community Cloak planning with Glennys Briggs, Aunty Maureen Newton, Glenn 
Barry and Annie Woodcock, 2016. 
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Fig 8. Gold Coast Drum Cloak, 2016—detail, possum skin, ochre, cotton thread. 

 

 
 
Fig 9. Gold Coast Community Cloak, 2016—possum fur side. 
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The concept for each possum skin cloak for Art of the Skins was discussed first and 

then construction methods were mapped out by their respective communities. As 

workshop facilitators, Glennys and I, along with local artists, shared our knowledge 

and guided participants through the cloak-making process.36 Elders were consulted 

for all of the workshops throughout the project, and Indigenous researchers, artists 

and arts-workers were invited to participate on all levels and to share with their local 

communities. Some participants are also leaders in other cultural revitalisation 

practices currently taking place across South-East Queensland, such as language and 

weaving. 

 

After the overall decisions were made, the designs were outlined onto the skins. In 

earlier conversations, Serico had mentioned the contemporary practice of burning 

designs onto whole kangaroo skins in this region, so Glennys and I decided to 

continue this practice for all of the Art of the Skins workshops.37 Participants first 

burnt into the skins using a hot pokerwork tool then they had the option to colour 

their designs with ochre (fig. 10). Many participants had not used ochre before, so 

traditional methods of grinding and applying ochres were shared and trialled before 

settling on an archival medium to bond the ochre to the possum skins (fig. 11).38 The 

Gubbi Gubbi/Kabi Kabi community decided to limit their colour palette for their 

cloak, exclusively using kuthing, the deep red ochre found on Country.  

 

The workshop venues varied—some were held outside, some around campfires and 

kitchen tables, and some in institutional spaces, such as kuril dhagun’s Talking Circle; 

QCA; and The Arts Centre Gold Coast. Each gathering reflected traditional ways, with 

families and groups engaging in cross-generational yarning and exchange. Aunty 

Joyce Watson expressed how “strong emotions flowed through me as my daughter 

Judy, granddaughter Rani and myself sat as a family helping preserve the ancient art 

of making a possum skin cloak in the twenty-first century.”39 
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Fig 10. Burning into the possum skins. 
 

Fig 11. Applying ochre to the possum skins. 
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Fig 12. Brisbane Community Cloak, 2016, possum skin, ochre, cotton. 

 

Making a cloak is a respectful but intensive process. The task of sewing the cloak can 

be demanding. The skins have to be pieced together, pierced, trimmed and 

positioned toward each other as they are stitched. For many people, it was the first 

time that they had made artefacts with their own hands.  

 

Participant and cloak sewer Aunty Maureen Newton expressed how being able to 

make a possum skin cloak using both modern and traditional materials was an 

experience she would like to repeat in the future.40 Working with the materiality of 

the pelts and ochres—with the visceral feel of the fur and rawness of the pigments—

was a first for many of the 120 participants who brought their personal stories to life 

on the skins. Uncle Nurdon Serico felt very humbled to be involved and was excited 

and proud to see the achievements made from working together as a community.41  

 

Each cloak organically became unique as the participants created stories, song lines, 

and memories together on the blank skin canvas. Many people were not artists and 
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the thrill of seeing and feeling their story come to life and materialise on the skins 

became a potent form of un-silencing.  

 

 

Yarning as the Cloaks Were Made 

 

Often when you are making with your hands in collaborations, a natural yarning 

circle is formed. At this point, communities can comfortably connect with each 

other—exchanging information, knowledge and comments about the possum cloaks 

and the project. Most participants were unaware of the traditional practice of 

making and wearing of possum skin cloaks in South-East Queensland. However, 

Uncle Nurdon Serico talked of his prior knowledge of possum skin cloaks but that 

“his family never used them as it was illegal to follow cultural practices.”42 When he 

wore the Gubbi Gubbi/Kabi Kabi cloak, he found he was overcome with a “beautiful, 

comforting feeling—an overpowering feeling.”43  

 

The following are responses from some of the workshop particpants regarding 

wearing and making possum skin cloaks:  

Putting on the cloak was life changing—a special moment to remember unlike 
anything before, as if I had Ancestors special caring energy wrapped around 
me. 
—Glenn Barry (Gamilaroi) 2016 
 
It has been a very emotional experience for me working on the skin cloaks. This 
cultural revival workshop has not only empowered me with learning the skills 
for making the cloaks, but has connected me to my Ancestors in a very real 
way.” 
—Janelle Evans (Dharug, Bundjalung) 2016 
 
Wearing the cloak gave me the shivers. I felt warm and beautiful and safe. 
—Elisa Carmichael (Ngugi from Quandamooka) 2016 
 
It made me feel empowered and reminded me of the Ancestors that would 
have worn these. It has helped a lot of Community People that were involved 
in this project. 
—Jason Passfield (Gamilaroi,Gomeroi) 2016 
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I felt Ancestors being proud of us making the cloak and felt a connection to 
spirit, Country and culture. 
—Melinda Serico (Gubbi Gubbi/Kabi Kabi) 2015 
 
Wearing the cloak feels amazing, like I can feel the presence of everyone else, 
all the spirits and other artists. A strong vibe—feels good. 
—Damon Anderson (Gamilaroi, Wakk Wakka) 2016 
 
When wearing a cloak I feel a sense of identity, cultural pride and ownership 
and belonging. 
Neville Torrisheba (Jabirr Jabirr) 2016 
 
I am aware now of the practice and tradition. I felt part of a really special 
project. 
—Delvene Cockatoo-Collins (Nunukul, Ngugi, Goenpul) 2016 
 
I found the process actually rather emotional. It’s such an amazing experience 
and opportunity. I have never used real ochre or felt or burnt possum skin so it 
has been a once in a lifetime learning opportunity. When I wear the cloak a felt 
strong and safe, after hearing all about the traditions of the cloaks it was a very 
special opportunity to be able to put on the small Brisbane cloak and feel its 
weight. 
—Jenna Lee (Larakia) 2016 

 
The process of making the cloak is very healing and spiritual. When I wear the 
cloak, I have the feeling of standing with my Ancestors. 
—Glennys Briggs (Yorta Yorta, Taungwurrung) 2015 
 
Other comments from the feedback forms included:  
“Being a part of this project has strengthened relationships”; “I have 
connected with my community”; “learnt new skills and cultural awareness”; 
“closer gathering benefitted our community”; made me realise that I can do 
this”; “we worked as a unit”; “it brought people together”; “the thread has 
drawn us together”; “the experience and exhibition was meaningful”.44 

 

When crafting objects in the tradition of your Ancestors in a contemporary space, 

you can sense the intertwining of the past, present and future. One young artist 

feeling the cultural pull of the cloaks excitedly shouted, “this is where it’s at!” The 

emotions that people felt making and wearing the cloaks, as well as participating in 

the workshops, were very strong. The people who took part in the Art of the Skins 

project expressed how they created closer connections to their communities, their 

Ancestors and to Country—strengthening their culture and generating 

transformational tangible and intangible positive outcomes. 
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Art of the Skins Exhibition 

 

The six contemporary community possum skin cloaks were displayed in a major 

exhibition entitled Art of the Skins, which was held over two floors in the State 

Library Queensland from 25 June to 20 November 2016.45  

 

Greeting the viewer on entry to the main gallery were voice recordings from 

participants, which expressed their feelings or stories that developed from being 

involved in making a possum skin cloak similar to the comments above. This led into 

an introductory area that outlined the research about historical possum skin cloaks 

in the region and the contemporary cloak-making project details, including artist 

videos, workshop images, and participant comments. In the main space, the six 

community cloaks softly rested on stands made specifically to privilege the stories, 

or art on the skins.46 On the three walls behind each grouping of cloaks—Brisbane, 

Sunshine Coast and Gold Coast—were relevant videos with images of Country and 

the workshops along with participant testimonies. The Edward Forster image of a 

Maryborough Aboriginal woman wearing her possum skin cloak (discussed earlier) 

was highlighted in the exhibition. The circular seating arranged in the centre of the 

exhibition allowed for quiet reflection, with the stories and voices on the cloaks 

filling the space. At the back of the room were touch screens that allowed the art on 

each skin to be viewed closely, and that acknowledged participants’ artworks and 

stories. Two cabinets displayed traditional cloak-making materials, including ochre, 

kangaroo sinew and bone awls (fig. 17). These sat alongside our contemporary cloak-

making materials, including thread, needles, and pokerwork equipment. The bone 

awls that were used to pierce the skins before they were sewn together with 

kangaroo tendon were on loan from the Queensland Museum. The awls are tangible 

objects that link to the historical making of cloaks: they signify the unnoticed 

traditional cultural practice of Queensland possum skin cloaks.  

 

When looking at our Indigenous histories through collectors’ or ethnographers’ eyes 

such exclusions become obvious. In response, we have to realise that Indigenous 
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communities have the capacity to remedy this situation by continually piecing 

together knowledge through asking questions and consulting with others. Projects 

that utilise historical archives such as Art of the Skins demonstrate why there is a 

strong need for Indigenous people to have sovereignty over collections that hold 

objects, photographs and records of our Ancestors. The bone awls had been virtually 

lost and silenced and rendered without meaning until they were activated in the 

contemporary making of the cloaks. Collections that are activated and enriched by 

contemporary Indigenous communities become more meaningful and socially 

relevant.  

 

The Art of the Skins exhibition showcased the continuum of the cultural practice of 

making and wearing possum skin cloaks in South-East Queensland. The ongoing 

legacies of the exhibition and project will be visible not only to the Indigenous 

communities who took part but also to the wider general public. 

 

 

Fig 13. Art of the Skins, 2016—at the State Library Queensland. 
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Fig 14. Art of the Skins—introduction area featuring historical references and the contempoarary 

cloak-making process. 

Fig 15. Art of the Skins, 2016—exhibition, level 2, State Library Queensland. 

 

Fig 16. Art of the Skins, 2016— exhibition, level 2, State Library Queensland. 
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Fig 17. Art of the Skins—cabinet detail showing bone awls, kangaroo tail sinew, ochre and cotton 
thread. 

 

Legacy 

 

The six possum skin cloaks exhibited in Art of the Skins belong to the people that 

created them, and the cloaks have gone on to have significant cultural lives in their 

respective communities. Committees were formed for each cloak that are 

responsible for their care and for community access to the cloaks.47 The cloaks have 

been used in the following ways: for Welcome to Country and in other ceremonies; 

for educational purposes; in other exhibitions; and by community members for 

personal use such as christenings and graduations.48 Just like our Ancestors’ cloaks, 

the contemporary cloaks will weather with use and wear, so future generations may 

have to reapply the ochres or mend the stitching. The interconnectedness between 

individuals, memories shared, and the ongoing care and maintenance of the cloaks 

are part of the significant legacy of Art of the Skins. These aspects stand alongside 

the actual physicality of the cloaks’ existence.  
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Art of the Skins enables a continuation of cultural practices fundamental to living 

culture and builds on knowledge and inherited memory. Activations such as these 

are empowering forms of un-silencing—asserting voice and having continued 

presence in today’s world. Telling our own stories in our own ways and forms is an 

important form of resistance, and the Art of the Skins un-silences, asserts and 

celebrates our memories and cultural survival.  

 

 
 
 
 

 
Fig 18. Melinda Serico, 2016—wearing the Gubbi Gubbi/Kabi Kabi Community Cloak on Country, 
alongside the Mary River.
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Chapter 2: Hand of the Maker 
 

 

This chapter explores the dilemma of Indigenous historical objects being housed in 

archival collections and institutions such as museums, where theses treasures are 

preserved yet are dislocated from their original makers and Country. When visited in 

their ‘held’ positions, they are gifts from the past that offer important cultural 

resources for many Indigenous communities and artists. In this chapter, I analyse 

and document the materials I have accessed in Australian and international 

collections, offering new interpretations of these significant items. 

 

 

Collections, Collectors, and the Collected  

 

In 2007, I visited the storerooms of the Queensland Museum. This was the first time 

I had visited a storage facility at a museum to view Indigenous objects that were held 

in their collection and the experience affected me deeply. I was left with haunting 

and lingering emotions of discomfort and ‘dis-ease.’ In my artist journal that day, I 

wrote: 

There seemed large quantities—thousands of artefacts lying on shelf 
after shelf. Mainly weapons, a few coolamons, unlabelled, jumbled 
together. Most looked worn, well used, ‘owned.’ Who were the 
makers? These objects with histories of families and culture – now 
hidden, discarded—they looked abandoned.1  

 
Since then, I have often reflected on the problem of the archival museum. 

 

While museums give access to valuable cultural material as a resource, museum 

collections are also often evidence of the processes and outcomes of colonisation, 

theft and dispossession. An example of this is found in a circular sent out by the 

Queensland Museum in 1911, which demonstrates colonial attitudes and collection 

methods of the day. The circular made the following request of local police: 
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Since the Aboriginal Tribes are fast dying out, every effort should be made to 
acquire those symbols of the life of the original Australian inhabitants whose 
rites, ceremonies, customs and traditions are becoming obsolete and being 
entirely lost to us. 
 
The Directory [of the museum] therefore, appeals to you in the confidence 
that you will take every opportunity of securing specimens of all kinds, and 
forward them to the Museum.2 

 

This policy led to many cultural objects and artefacts being collected and locked 

away. While changes to Museums Australia policy in 1993 mean that Indigenous 

people are now allowed to access objects that were collected by museums in the 

past, a community’s ability to do so may be limited due to distance, time and 

resources. The physically safe storage and preservation of our collected Ancestral 

objects is clearly important, but because the objects are removed from Country and 

are dislocated from their cultural context, their relationality to Country and people is 

absent. Large quantities of our objects are ‘owned’ by national and foreign 

institutions, and are often housed in isolation and are not under traditional 

guardianship and care. 

 

In 1996, non-Indigenous Richard Robins was Senior Curator of Australian 

Archaeology at the Queensland Museum, having spent twenty years being involved 

in cultural heritage management in Queensland. Demonstrating forward thinking, he 

wrote “Paradox and Paradigms: The Changing Role of Museums in Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Management,” where he outlined that “the business of the 

museum needs to be directed away from filtered knowledge derived from the 

‘expert’ (the anthropologist), to one of assisting Aboriginal people address issues of 

interest and concern to them.”3 He believed that cultural heritage collection curators 

should act as facilitators and/or managers, rather than be the exclusive source of 

expertise and that museums had the capacity to be vital and relevant cultural 

institutions. Unfortunately, this vision has not manifested or been acted upon. The 

Queensland Museum is currently unable to assist culturally appropriate Indigenous 

research due to insufficient Indigenous staff, underfunding, and under-resourcing in 

this area. Artist and curator Paola Balla (Wemba Wemba, Gunditjmara) is critical of 
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museums that have isolated Indigenous curators in hierarchical systems that 

maintain institutionalised colonial behaviours incompatible with community ways of 

being and doing.4 

 

An example of a museum that is culturally appropriate and relevant is the Bunjilaka 

Aboriginal Cultural Centre in the Melbourne Museum, Museum Victoria. In the 

Bunjilaka Birrarung Gallery, the First Peoples (2013–ongoing) exhibition features one 

of the two historical cloaks in their collection, the Yorta Yorta Maiden’s Punt cloak. 5 

Significantly, the development of this show was a collaboration between Koorie 

community members from across Victoria and the Museum. This resulted in an 

exhibition that contextualises possum skin cloak-making and wearing from an 

Aboriginal perspective and highlights the continuum of the cultural practice of 

possum skin cloak-making and wearing in south-eastern Australia. Museum Victoria 

states that the exhibition ”represents the birth of a new era where Aboriginal 

peoples and museum staff are working together to interpret the collections and 

reveal unique stories and knowledge.”6 The historical possum cloaks have been 

treated with deep cultural respect and are featured in an accompanying video where 

Elders explain their designs and connection to Country and people.7  

 

Visiting this exhibition in 2013 and 2015 supported and reinforced my 

transformational narrative of Aboriginal cultural continuity. First Peoples privileges 

Indigenous Country and creation stories as the basis of Indigenous culture and the 

strength of community. The exhibition also demonstrates what Andrea Witcomb 

calls functional adjustments to contemporary realities.8 Appropriately, Museum 

Victoria outlines the long-term benefits of the collaborative process undertaken for 

the exhibition First Peoples as follows: “improved community access to collections; 

improved research and identification of collections; and knowledge and skills 

exchange between staff and community.”9  

 

In “Reframing Aboriginal Cultural Material Through Contemporary Art,” curator 

Kimberley Moulton, a Yorta Yorta descendant, questions how a collection that 

includes Indigenous artefacts can be truly representative if Aboriginal voices are 
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absent or if there is no open collaboration between Indigenous people and the 

cultural institution in question.10 The First Peoples exhibit demonstrates best 

practice in community engagement and guardianship of our objects in the same vein 

that I engage with in my practice. In these ways, our cultural continuum is dynamic 

and active. 

 

A continuum needs memories and the un-silencing of those memories and histories. 

In her book Memory, Monuments and Museums: The Past in the Present, Marilyn 

Lake points out that libraries, archives and museums were built to perpetuate 

memory, that they shape historical memory and that the “representations of the 

national past encountered in museums often have direct political implications for 

the present.”11 How our Indigenous past and memories are handled bears on how 

we move forward as a nation. The museum is a continual interface for us as 

Indigenous people with our cultural memory and the wider public memory. My 

artworks Twining Time (2016) and The Cornerstone Project (2011–18) directly 

respond to the complex problem of the museum.  

 

Twining Time (2016) 

 
After visiting the First Peoples exhibition, I sought out and was granted an internship 

with Museum Victoria. In October 2015 I worked with their Indigenous photographic 

collections and digital material.12 The recently digitised images that I studied reveal 

previously unseen aspects of material culture. Through using magnification 

techniques, I was able to observe intricate patterning on seemingly ‘plain’ possum 

skin cloaks.13 This detail of mark making had not been visible before the process of 

photographic digitisation.  

 

Examining a photograph titled “Items for Sale” (c. 1870) by Fred Kruger, taken on 

Coranderrk Mission, I noted a possum skin bag in the background (fig. 19).14 I was 

intrigued by this detail as I was not aware of any possum bags existing in collections, 

nor had I seen an image of one before.15 The possum skin bag was photographed as 
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part of a posed ‘studio image’ that was taken in an outside environment. The 

photograph depicts a collection of artefacts that had been made by the people held 

in the Coranderrk Aboriginal mission, which were displayed and were up for sale to 

visitors to the mission. Other artefacts in the photograph include a possum skin ball, 

or marngrook, and a large, finely detailed possum skin cloak that is seen lying on the 

ground.16 Writing in Aboriginal Artists of the Nineteenth Century, Andrew Sayers 

notes that:  

Although Coranderrk was run primarily as an agricultural enterprise, people 
living there also engaged in other commercial activities, among them the 
manufacture and sale of traditional artefacts. They made possum skin cloaks, 
and plaited straw mats, baskets and boomerangs and these items initially 
generated funds to buy farm equipment.17  

 

Gary Jones asserts in “Artefacts of Authenticity” that Aboriginal people did not 

passively acquiesce to colonial control, but rather employed various strategies of 

adaptation and resistance from early contact.18 Jones affirms that art and artefact 

production, such as that practiced at Coranderrk, “became a significant means to 

facilitate an ongoing expression of Aboriginal cultural identity that emphasised both 

the continuity of traditions and continuing cultural development.”19 Although 

traditional cultural practices including speaking language were most often denied, 

this form of making demonstrates a continuum of practices where knowledge and 

skills were passed down to the next generation. Sylvia Kleinert proposes in 

“Aboriginal Enterprises: Negotiating an Urban Aboriginality” that the value of 

Aboriginal commercial activities at this time lay in being “a form of social action in 

fostering cultural maintenance and building social cohesion within a broader 

Indigenous community.”20 

 

While there was some cultural continuum in communities, this was frequently 

abruptly disrupted and silenced through enforced assimilation practises and ensuing 

diasporic scatterings. My studio research practice and investigations in museums 

and institutions work against my family’s enforced relocation. Through my practice, I 

listen and connect to intergenerational ways of knowing, being and doing.  
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Fig 19. Fred Kruger, Items for Sale (c 1870). Image no. XP 1935, Museum Victoria. 
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After viewing the photograph of the possum skin bag, I created three dilly bags using 

a variety of materials and stitching or weaving techniques. As I made them, I thought 

about both sides of my family—my Aboriginal great-grandmother Annie and my 

Scottish grandmother Clara. Both were creative women: Annie was a weaver and 

dressmaker and Clara knitted and spun wool and fibres. I reflected on these strong 

Ancestral women and that if these grannies met today, they would most likely sit 

down and exchange materials and yarn about ways of making. Together, they might 

collaborate and craft dillies like the ones I have made in their honour for Twining 

time. My first dilly is a plain possum skin bag that is similar to the Coranderrk dilly; 

the second dilly is woven from spun possum fur and merino wool; and the third is a 

knitted possum skin dilly (fig. 20). 

 

Fig 20. Carol McGregor, Twining time, 2016, possum skin and fur, merino wool, ochre, kangaroo 
teeth, 50 x 180cm. The Third Tamworth Textile Triennial, Open House, installation 2017-20. 
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Fig 21. Carol McGregor, 2016—spinning possum fur and merino wool on wooden wheel for Twining 

Time. 

 

Traditionally, possum fur was spun by hand rolling on the thigh or with a simple 

wooden stick T-spindle, so as to make a strong fibre. The string was used for many 

purposes, including adornment and making string skirts or aprons.21 I tried the thigh 

method but due to the quantity of string needed for the dillies, I purchased an old 

wooden spinning wheel that was similar to my mother’s and Scottish grandmother’s. 

After repairing the wheel and updating the brakes, I carded the fur ready for 

spinning.22 Although taught to spin natural wool when young, I found the short 

possum fibres were difficult to spin as they kept breaking. By adding in a small 

quantity of merino wool, the spinning was more successful—but it took practice to 

achieve a fine even thread (fig. 21). I called out to both of my grandmothers to assist 

me.  

 

Two large spools were spun and the threads were then twined together to achieve a 

possum fur–wool string. I then wove the string into a similar shape to the original 

possum bag using a traditional dilly bag looping weave (fig. 25).23 The dilly is finished 

with two kangaroo teeth representing my two grannies’ contributions to the work. 

For the third dilly, I ochred whole possum skins, cut them up into fine strips, stitched 

these strips together and then rolled the continuous strip into a large ball (fig. 22).24 

The possum skin ‘wool’ was then knitted on oversized wooden needles into a dilly 
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(fig. 24). Twining time links my Ancestors from my Aboriginal family and my Scottish 

family, signifying and empowering my heritage and my contemporary ‘transcultural’ 

identity.25  

Fig 22. Carol McGregor, 2016—ochred strips of possum fur ready to be stitched into one long thread. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 23. Carol McGregor, Twining time detail—possum 

dilly bag. 
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Fig 24. Carol McGregor, Twining time detail—knitted dilly bag. 
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Fig 25. Carol McGregor, Twining time detail—possum fur and wool string woven dilly bag. 
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In 1947, Fernando Ortiz identified the main characteristic of transculturation as a 

kind of hybridity where “the offspring always has something of both parents but it is 

always different from each of them.”26 Like me, Waradgerie artist Lorraine Connelly-

Northey from Swan Hill, Victoria, also manifests a transcultural aesthetic. She uses 

discarded galvanized, rusted and burnt drainpipes and fencing wire in her sculptural 

installations that draw on cultural artefacts, such as bush (dilly) bags, bush bowls 

(coolamons) and possum skin cloaks. Historically Connelly-Northey collected the 

materials in her installations with her Irish father, with whom she travelled through 

the bush seeking hidden treasures from abandoned pastoral rubbish dumps. 

Connelly-Northey’s artworks and concepts relate directly to the history of the 

Waradgerie, with knowledge gained from her mother, and her personal connection 

to Country. In An O’Possum-skin cloak: Blackfella road (2011–12), she celebrates the 

work of her Aboriginal and Irish ancestors while referring to the possum skin cloak as 

a past and present medium of visual culture. As Christine Nicolls recognises, 

“Connelly-Northey seeks to render physically present, albeit in abstracted form, 

salient parts of her personal and collective family history.”27 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 26. Lorraine Connelly-Northey, An O’Possum-skin: Blackfella road, 2011-12, farming wires, 
corrugated iron, tin, 300 x 700cm. 
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The Cornerstone Project (2011–18) 

 

As an artist I seek to reveal layers beneath the ground, within objects, their 
history, their making and their taking, to ‘rattle the bones of the museum’, to 
wake the dead who are not dead but alive to all of us. 
—Judy Watson28 

 

In 2011, while an undergraduate student, I had the opportunity to travel to London. 

In the months leading up to it, I organised with staff at the British Museum to gain 

access to the Museum’s storage facilities to view Australian Indigenous artefacts. 

Unfortunately, this viewing was cancelled at the last minute because of staffing 

issues. Instead, I visited the museum’s public galleries. Due to exhibition 

rearrangements the only Australian Aboriginal artefact on display was the Gweagal 

shield, which had been taken by Captain Cook at Botany Bay in 1770. This shield was 

stolen from the Gweagal warrior Cooman, who was wounded after warning shots 

were fired and he dropped his shield. Cook’s landing party gathered this shield and 

the spears left behind. On the museum wall, two didactics were placed with the 

shield: one stated that the shield was picked up, and the other (older, smaller) 

didactic indicated that warning shots were fired and a wounded Cooman dropped 

his shield. I was disappointed and frustrated that after travelling all the way from 

Australia, I could only see the Gweagal shield and that this was presented in a 

colonial manner in a heavy wooden bookcase as if it were a trophy.  

 

My disappointment was mixed with a sense of cultural weightiness and anger. This 

manifested in my decision to take a cast of the four corners of this colonialist 

museum. At the time, I wanted to record the institution’s boundaries to symbolise all 

of the things that these corners held but that remained invisible. I also recognised 

from my discontent that I felt the need to take something, almost a desire to steal 

back something.  

 

As part of my undergraduate degree I was studying Metalsmithing and so I had 

packed fast-setting, two-part Silpression™ to take textural casts to incorporate into 
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my metalwork.29 I made an impromptu decision to take impressions of the outside 

corners of the British Museum edifice. Scoping the building, I found that the back 

two corners were inaccessible, being razor-wired off, while the front two corners 

were very public. I decided to take the elevated front right corner first and to use the 

imposing Ionic limestone pillar footing as the particular contact point. I counted 

seven surveillance cameras, observed many guards and saw many people milling 

about. After kneading the two very gelignite-like putties together in my backpack, I 

quickly and surreptitiously placed the material on the corner. I kept this under my 

hand to let it set. I have no images of me standing there, but I distinctly remember 

holding my hand up high to the corner with my heart racing faster than I wanted. I 

stepped away for seconds to take images of the cast on the corner before carefully 

retrieving it (figs. 27, 28).  

 

Being so fearful of being caught and still feeling stressed, I decided not to do the 

same to the accessible left front corner and to be content with this outcome for a 

work.  

 

Along with the Gweagal shield, I had viewed many priceless objects that day 

including the Rosetta Stone. I experienced similar feelings to what I felt previously in 

the Queensland Museum storeroom. My 2011 diary entry from the European trip 

captures the motivation behind the work: 

Seeing so many things collected by conquerors, explorers, collectors, 
anthropologists and religious organisations was overwhelming. Maybe it is in 
the context of my art practice that made me feel this way. Deflated, empty, 
disrupted, disconnected. 

 

The spillover of emotions and frustrations informed the initial concept of the work: a 

silver cast of the corner mould sitting over a pile of our cultural objects. For the first 

resolution of the work, I made fifty-two ‘artefacts’ from a combination of fabricated, 

cast and woven copper, brass, bronze, and enamel (fig. 29). I then cast my British 

Museum corner Silpression™ mould in silver metal to represent the control over our 

objects exercised by colonial museum practices. The Cornerstone Project initially 

comprised the silver corner displayed alongside the fifty-two artefacts and was 
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exhibited in the QCA exhibition remap (2012) and in Warriors, Sorcerers and Spirits, 

KickArts Contemporary Arts, Cairns (2015). 

 

In 2018, I was approached by gallery director Angela Goddard to exhibit the work in 

Boundary Lines (2018–19) at Griffith University Art Museum. Having kept all my 

journals and the mould from the original project, I could reflect on the work’s 

purpose and its evolution to a fully resolved artwork. The Cornerstone Project 

progressed with a new larger casting of the original mould of the British Museum 

corner and was displayed singularly as the work (fig. 30). In the Boundary Lines 

catalogue essay, Goddard states that: 

McGregor’s gesture could be seen as an expression of frustration, of a longing 
for connection in the face of the resistant monumentality of the British 
Museum. Her capture of the impression of the corner is a small gesture 
asserting ownership, an attempt to take back something of the contents 
within. To then cast this object in silver gives the audience a sense of the 
richness and value of the items held within the building that are not valued or 
honoured in the way they should be.30  

 

The silver cast corner is a metaphorical space for the British Museum, and all 

ethnographic museums. As Goddard states, my gesture may seem small—only 

capturing a fraction of the British Museum’s edifice—but it holds the cultural 

weightiness of these collections and mimics the feeling of disconnection I had on the 

day.  

 

My practice-led research seeks to subvert collections and to insert another voice into 

Western historical imagination. Chris Healy recognises that “collections can be 

subverted to become important resources in the dynamic process of remembering 

by Aboriginal people.”31 I am using museum collections as opportunities for 

informing contemporary Indigenous identity by remaking connections, strengthening 

memories and investigating meaning between objects, history and culture. 
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Fig 27. Carol McGregor, 2011—Silpression™ mould on the corner of the British Museum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 28. Carol McGregor, 2011—detail 
mould on the corner of the British 
Museum. 
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 Fig 29. Carol McGregor, The Cornerstone Project 2011-2018—2014 detail of metal ‘artefacts.’ 

 

Fig 30. Carol McGregor, The Cornerstone Project 2011-18, cast silver, 6 x 6cm—in Boundary Lines, 
Griffith University Art Museum, Brisbane.  
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In 2015, I re-encountered the Gweagal shield on Ngunnawal Country at the National 

Museum Australia (NMA), Canberra, where it appeared in the exhibition Encounters: 

Revealing Stories of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander objects from the British 

Museum (2015–16). Encounters displayed over 150 “remarkable early objects from 

the British Museum’s collections that tell stories at the heart of our history…shown 

alongside powerful new works from 27 communities across Australia.”32 This 

exhibition caused mixed reactions within the Australian Indigenous community. 

While this exhibition represented an opportunity for many to view and to experience 

significant cultural artefacts, all of the historical objects on display were to be 

returned to the British Museum. There were strong protests and calls for 

repatriation of objects, with great attention being drawn to the Gweagal shield.33 

 

The artefacts in Encounters were legally immune from repatriation under Australian 

Commonwealth Law with the Protection of Cultural Objects on Loan Act 2013 and 

could not be seized with an Indigenous claim. At New Encounters—the conference 

attached to the Encounters exhibition—descendants of the Gweagal people, whose 

Ancestors would have made and held the shield, were present and they directly 

asked the British Museum representatives for it back. It was a powerful moment 

when the shield was spoken of as being the Ancestor not an object, and that it 

needed to be with its people. There were tears in the room. 

 

Our objects belong to Country, tangibly linked forever by their materiality and by the 

hands of their makers—our Ancestors. Early European collectors did not consider 

the intangible cultural knowledge and context woven into the making and using of 

our objects. I recognise now that it was the separation of the intangible from the 

tangible that I keenly felt in the Queensland Museum’s storerooms all those years 

ago.  

 

An important exhibition of Indigenous art titled Unsettled was framed as a response 

to Encounters and positioned in an adjacent space in the National Museum of 

Australia. It featured the work of five contemporary Indigenous artists: Julie Gough, 

Jonathan Jones, Judy Watson, Elma Kris and Wukun Wanambi. According to curator 
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Kelli Cole, the exhibition visually represented the separation of the tangible from the 

intangible when objects are pulled from their cultural web of meaning, 

representation and spirit.34 The artists had received artistic fellowships at the British 

Museum to work with collections and interact with chosen objects.35 From her 

resulting sketches of cultural material, Waanyi artist Judy Watson produced a suite 

of six colour plate etchings, the holes in the land (2015) that were exhibited in 

Unsettled.36 Since the 1990s, Watson has engaged with European cultural 

institutions in her art practice, including the British Museum. According to Jessyca 

Hutchens, Watson interrogates collections and “negotiates complex histories of 

colonial collecting practices as a new kind of researcher and interpreter of archives 

and cultural heritage.”37 Watson’s the holes in the land skilfully combines aesthetics 

and politics, representing an alternative approach—the absence or what is left 

behind when objects are taken from their context of Country and kin.38 One print in 

the series, the holes in the land 4 features Watsons’s exquisite drawings of two 

possum hair-string aprons or skirts floating above a ground floor plan of the British 

Museum (fig. 31).39 Watson’s description of why she drew these objects is evocative, 

making the viewer privy to her contemplations while she was in the company of the 

possum hair skirts in the Museum’s storerooms:  

I am drawn to objects that contain hair because these are full of resonance and 
power. I wonder if some of my matrilineal ancestors’ hair might be in such 
objects. The old people in our area said they could tell where you came from 
by touching your hair. These hair-string skirts veil and conceal, their tentacle 
shapes are alive and moving.40 

 

In this statement, Watson foregrounds a non-Western way of seeing these precious 

objects, and, like the Gweagal shield descendants, she feels the effect of the tangible 

reconnection, the real and metaphorical links, profoundly. Like me, Watson 

considers the loss and damage to Country when objects are removed. In the holes in 

the land 4, a deep blue tusche wash ripples in the background alluding to the skirts 

being across the water, absent from Country. Similar to my strategy used in The 

Cornerstone Project, Watson maps out the space of the museum where the aprons 

reside. Collected objects are imbibed with new meanings, new labels, and a different 

way of seeing them. In this way, their context is suspended and they are contained 
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by the archive. However, Watson renders the possum hair-string skirts lightly in 

black in the etching so that they float above the architectural drawings and are not 

restricted by them; they are not dead objects but as Watson states, they are alive.  

  

Watson notes that “there should always be controversy surrounding artists and 

makers, museums and objects and culture” and how this controversy “is a spark of 

energy that reverberates from the objects and ricochets to the ceilings and the walls 

and the floors and between the other objects and the viewers in the space.”41 

This, Watson says, is what “keeps museums alive and relevant, part of an ongoing 

dialogue and questioning as the past and the present collide and coalesce.”42 

 

 

 
 
Fig 31. Judy Watson, holes in the land, 2015—detail holes in the land 4, colour etching from zinc 
plates, 37.5 x 49.5cm. 
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Historical Cloaks in Museums 

 

I have physically experienced being with four historical animal skin cloaks: the Yorta 

Yorta Maiden’s Punt possum skin cloak in the First Nations exhibit (discussed 

earlier), Melbourne Museum; the Narranga Wallaby Skin Cloak made in the early 

1900s by Louisa Eggington, housed in the South Australian Museum’s Australian 

Aboriginal Cultures Gallery; the Wonnarua/Awabakal/Worimi Hunter River Cloak in 

the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History Museum, Washington; and the 

Bidjara Koala Skin Cloak in the Miles Historical Museum, Miles, Queensland.43 I will 

discuss the last two cloaks in more depth as they have both profoundly affected this 

project.44 

 

The Wonnarua/Awabakal/Worimi Hunter River Cloak 

Between January and February 2018, I undertook an artist residency at the Kluge 

Ruhe Aboriginal Art Gallery, Charlottesville, Virginia, USA.45 As part of the residency, 

I had the opportunity to visit the storage facilities of the Smithsonian; in particular, 

the National Museum of Natural History (NMNH) and the National Museum of the 

American Indian (NMAI). A party of us who were speakers at the symposium, Oceans 

of Exchange Art, Indigeneity and the 21st Century Museum, Virginia University, 

travelled to the museums. Each of us requested objects to view from the Natural 

History Museum collection. 

 

I had requested to view the Wonnarua/Awabakal/Worimi Hunter River cloak housed 

in the NMNH, but first we had a ‘highlights’ tour of the NMAI Cultural Resource 

Center (CRC).46 The CRC did not initially seem like a storeroom, as an incredible 

amount of planning and resources have been committed to the space.47 The 

nautilus-inspired, spiral-shaped building was conceived of and designed with direct 

involvement from First Nations/Native communities to serve as a “vital resource 

center for new approaches to the study and presentation of the history and culture 

of Native peoples,” which “incorporates Native methodologies for the handling, 

documentation, and care of collections.”48 At the entrance and at the heart of the 
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spiral, visitors are met with not only a First Nations guide—in our case, the 

exceptional Uncle Terry Snowball (Prairie Band Potawatomi/ Wisconsin Ho-Chunk)—

but also by an impressive square wooden structure where one can reflect and pay 

homage to the spiritual four winds.49 Specific funding allows many First Nations 

communities to come and visit their material culture. The CRC features a community 

room that includes a fire-pit with a variety of smudging sticks to spiritually cleanse 

yourself before and after viewings, and another research and gathering room. The 

NMAI also manages a separate and distinct repatriation program.50 In the storage 

facility, the objects are on open shelves and classified according to language groups 

to allow easy access. Uncle Terry has intimate knowledge of the vast collection and 

brought out many beautiful artefacts for us to engage with. He sensitively handled 

the objects without gloves as “they need touch” and this seemed the right way of 

being with the collection. The objects felt respected, cared for and loved, and Uncle 

Terry reported that their respective Native communities visit them often. The NMAI 

has a history of employing Indigenous people and openly sees itself as a guardian of 

the collection, noting that: 

their collection has a tremendous significance for Native people themselves, 
who look to the museum both as a steward of much of their material heritage 
and a responsible partner in the ongoing work of making it accessible to their 
community members and to the public to the greatest extent possible.51 

 

Housed in a very dissimilar museum context is the Wonnarua/Awabakal/Woromi 

cloak, that is known as Australia’s oldest possum skin cloak. This cloak was 

‘collected’ by Horatio Hale, near the Hunter River in New South Wales, sometime 

between 1839 and 1840.52 It is held in the Smithsonian’s NMNH storage building, 

where we immediately encountered a different atmosphere upon entering this 

space. The objects here are not held in the same spirit that enfolds collections at 

NMAI. At the NMNH, I was confronted by what staff described as a “baseball field” 

of rows of closed, double-door grey metal cabinets.  

 

When the doors were opened to the cabinet storing the cloak, I was presented with 

an array of wide shelves housing cloaks and objects collected from a variety of 

places. I took a deep breath—a huge, heavy pause—before the drawer to the cloak 
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was opened. The cloak was positioned low on the stack and the drawer was not 

quite large enough to hold it flat, so one third of the cloak was folded over. My 

daughter was with me and together we were able to be with the cloak.53 We had to 

either awkwardly kneel or bend over to see it closely, but we could feel the presence 

of the cloak—un-silenced and remembered. I wondered how long it had been since 

it was visited, spoken to, acknowledged and respected.  

 

Intricate designs covered the revealed skins, rich in a combination of strong and 

watery washes of colour, and the small, even sinew stitches showed the extreme 

finesse and skills of the creators, the Old People. We took as much time with the 

cloak as we were allowed until it was locked away again, and we moved on to the 

next object.  

 

I felt a pressing need to spend more time with the cloak that I had come a long way 

to be with, as the experience of the connection felt abruptly and bureaucratically cut 

short. I was aware of the presence of the museum staff and the necessity to lock the 

cloak away again.  

 

Tasmanian artist Julie Gough (Trawlwoolway) speaks of the urgency of time when 

viewing objects in storage facilities. Like Judy Watson, Gough had travelled to the 

British Museum as an artistic fellow and spent time with her Ancestors’ objects, 

including the longest-surviving Tasmanian Aboriginal kelp water carrier. Of being 

there, she says: “there was a sense of urgency to communicate with the objects 

before our time was up. I had to let them know we are still out here, waiting for 

them, remembering them; that they weren’t forgotten.”54 

 

That night I realised that my encounter with the Wonnarua/Awabakal/Worimi cloak 

was insufficient and did not feel respectful. In the rush, I couldn’t listen and learn 

deeply. Disconcerted, I wrote an email asking for a private visit, with the cloak laid 

out properly. This request was granted and a few days later I was able to wholly be 

present with the cloak.  
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Before I comment on being with the cloak, I pay my respects to the Traditional 

Owners the Wonnarua/Awabakal/Worimi people, their descendants and to the 

makers of this cloak from the Hunter River Region.55 I comment on this cloak as a 

cloak maker, not to remark on the meaning of the designs. Any observations are my 

opinions based on my experience as a cloak maker and researcher.  

 

 

Fig 32. Wonnarua/Awabakal/Worimi possum skin cloak (1839-1840) Smithsonian National Museum of 
Natural History. 

 

The cloak was laid out on a table and the museum worker was helpful and 

unobtrusive (fig. 32). I had time alone with the cloak. Using close observation, I 

became in awe of the expert techniques revealed by the makers. I could see the 

translucency of the animal sinew, the fine stitching, and the intricate incisions of the 

skins to create continual swirling designs and patterning. The intensive and skilled 

processes needed to create a possum skin cloak are evident in the 

Wonnarua/Awabakal/Worimi possum skin cloak.56  
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The cloak is made of twenty-two possum skins and one kangaroo skin.57 Possum and 

wallaby skins were most often the fur of choice for this style of stitched cloak, with 

kangaroo skins mostly left whole. I noted that the kangaroo skin identification made 

in 1962 by Dr David Johnson from the Smithsonian Division of Mammalogy was as 

follows: “it appears to be the great grey kangaroo (macropus canguru).” However, 

there is no explanation of how this identification was reached. Having reviewed the 

size of the pelt and the thickness of the fur, I question whether it is perhaps a 

wallaby skin rather than kangaroo. Thick winter wallaby was often the replacement 

choice when colonisation made the more luxuriant possum pelts scarce and difficult 

to obtain.58 Another material identification I question is of the thread used to sew 

the cloak, which is attributed as cotton cord.59 On inspection, there is undeniably 

sinew, most likely kangaroo, used to join the majority of the skins together. It seems 

that the cotton stitches are mends that look like they have been threaded through 

the pierced holes left by the original sinew stitch, as the cotton is loose and not tight. 

In my following analysis, I have only looked at the original sinew seams. 

 

Being able to settle and to just be with the cloak, I listened to what the hands of the 

makers were telling me. I say hands of the makers because I perceived that there 

were many creators evident in the making. From initial inspection, the stitching and 

designs appeared alike but after a longer and more intimate study, I could ascertain 

that each skin, seam and stitch is quite distinctive. I was drawn to the different 

piercing and stitch techniques. This is similar to distinct differences found in weaving 

techniques that indicate individual makers. Quandamooka artist and weaver Sonja 

Carmichael remarks that from looking at and comparing the historical weavings and 

bags of her Ancestors, you can tell that the same or different hands created them.60  

 

A bone awl, similar to the ones exhibited in Art of the Skins, would have been used 

to create the holes in the skins that the sinew was then pushed through. Nyngar 

(Western Australia) man Herby Jackson describes the method his grandmother used 

to sew skin cloaks where the awl was pushed through the skin and twisted 90 

degrees to open the slit and make a hole.61 His grandmother used damp sinew from 

a kangaroo's tail that was then pushed through the hole along the concave face of 
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the awl.62 The awl was withdrawn and the sinew pulled tight. In the 

Wonnarua/Awabakal/Worimi cloak, there appears to be a variety of ‘hole shapes’ in 

the seams. I wondered if different awls had been used, with different hands pushing 

and twisting the awls and pulling the sinew. Each move provides a ‘signature’ or 

creative ‘handprint’ left behind by the Old People, the cloak creators—details that 

have become invaluable for me to learn by. 

 

Related to this are the varying stitch mannerisms apparent on the cloak. The 

traditional stitching method employed throughout the cloak is the overhand ‘whip 

stitch’ that is very fine and regular. There are, however differences, between the 

stitching of individual seams or lines of seams—some seams have a tight even 

tension, with the pulling creating a furrow of skin along the seam (fig. 35), while 

other seams are looser and the rhythm of the stitching is diverse.63 There is also a 

variety in the angle of the stitches across the seams. I remember when I was taught 

knitting by my mother how she remarked that my ‘tension’ was naturally loose. You 

could easily tell who knitted different rows by comparing our tensions and knitting 

styles. Like knitting, the tension and slope in hand stitching is a ‘handprint’ of the 

maker and from this, you are able to clearly discern different authors. 

 

The complicated incised designs are similar over the whole cloak, but they also seem 

to be made by different artists. The cutting or slicing of the skins for the designs is on 

an angle, making the incisions shallow so that curls of the top layers of the skin 

occur. The cutting style, curves and parallel lines vary between skins. However, some 

skin are quite similar in patterning and colour. This creates identifiable groupings 

that were perhaps made by the same maker or completed in the same time frame. 

Varying shades of red rust pigment have been painted over a whole pelt rather than 

over several skins together or just placed on a singular skin’s design.  

 

The deep rust colour is strong on some skins, lightly washed over on some, and 

absent on others. It is apparent that the individual pelts were stitched together after 

the designs and colour were applied, as strong pigmented skins are juxtaposed with 

natural skins, with no bleeding of colour evident (fig 34). The assembly of the cloak, 
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evident in the related stitching, patterning and ochre groupings, support that the 

garment was added to over time, as the owner and wearer moved through their life. 

Fig 33. Wonnarua/Awabakal/Worimi possum skin cloak—edge detail. 

Fig 34. Wonnarua/Awabakal/Worimi possum skin cloak—ochre detail. 
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In 2016 to determine the presence of red ochre, or iron oxide, on the cloak, doctoral 

student Anna Weinreich carried out a non-invasive presence or absence test using X-

rays emitted back from the cloak’s surface.64 Weinreich’s report revealed that oxide 

readings only came back for the kangaroo skin.65 Gaiarbau mentioned that dye from 

the red resin of the bloodwood tree was used in making possum skin cloaks in 

Queensland, as the staining did not come off like ochre does.66 Furthermore, a friend 

recently travelling to Cape Otway in southern Victoria relayed to me that native 

berries were used to dye cloaks there.67 I carried out an experiment applying deep 

rust ochre to a variety of natural fabrics, including a tanned possum skin. After 

rubbing and washing off the ochre, I observed that a residual rust dye remained as a 

permanent stain on the skin and all materials.68 The washes with apparent 

‘brushstrokes’ of colour on the historical cloak skins also remind me of the generous 

brushing on of watered down ochre I have used on my possum skins. Therefore, it 

seems unclear whether it is dye or ochre used on the possum skins on the 

Wonnarua/Awabakal/Worimi cloak.  

 

Although I do not use an awl or sinew in creating my work, I can relate to many of 

the techniques the cloak makers employed. Each possum skin is different—in texture 

and thickness. When piecing together a possum skin cloak, you are working with the 

individuality of each animal skin. The section of the hide where the arms and legs 

join is more flexible to accommodate limb movement, and when sewing a cloak, this 

is also where the four pelts meet in a cross seam. I have struggled to keep these 

seams flat and not have a resultant bulge or hump in these pliable parts of the skins. 

Yet, when I looked at the Wonnarua/Awabakal/Worimi cloak, I observed numerous 

humps and bulges in the cross seams. I immediately felt more relaxed about my skills 

and smiled at the condensing of time through connecting over cloak-making. The 

sewers felt right next to me. There is also possum fur coming through the holes with 

the stitch—another possum cloak seam peculiarity that I am familiar with. Even 

though our methods of obtaining and curing the skins are different, we still share the 

same making issues due to the materiality of the skins.  
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The Wonnarua/Awabakal/Worimi cloak has undergone many repairs by the museum 

staff who have trialed different methods and mediums. I reflected on the tears—

many not mended—and wondered if they resulted from wearing by the owner. One 

tear reminded me of a recent rip I had mended for the Gubbi Gubbi/Kabi Kabi 

Community Cloak that had occurred by it being worn.69 The tear on the historical 

cloak was on an incised design line and comparable to the tear on a design line burnt 

into the skin on the contemporary cloak. I had mended the contemporary cloak as 

you would mend your clothes—with the same seam stitch—whereas many of the 

tears on the historical cloak were mended by the museum with different gauzes, 

some over painted to ‘match’ the ochre colour.  

 

I gratefully learnt a lot from the makers of the Wonnarua/Awabakal/Worimi cloak, 

but also came away with many questions I wished I could ask them: Was the cloak 

made for an individual (and not for the tourist industry)? Was it was added to 

throughout the life of the owner and was it well worn? Why was a different skin to 

possum used? Why were the cloak’s edges different? Why were some edges straight 

and some natural, with the drying and scraping peg holes visible? One edge is well 

worn and another has a sliver of a remnant of a sewn skin. Was the cloak originally 

much larger or was another row started and not finished? Did they try to flatten the 

bumps out? Did they use ochre or bush dyes? Even though it is apparent that the 

makers were experts in their craft, were there any struggles with the intensive cloak-

making process? Did they share songs, stories, skills and knowledges when making 

the cloak?  

 

Although these particular questions will sit in the realm of the unanswerable, being 

with the old cloak and its makers compressed the continuum of time where there 

was an important exchange of knowledge. No words were needed. We were present 

as possum skin cloak makers, sewers, artists and community, stitched and connected 

together by the story of the possum skin cloak. In the wall text for the exhibition 

Unsettled (2015–16), artist Jonathan Jones (Wiradjuri, Kamilaroi) confirms my 

reactions with his remark that objects in collections “are gifts; gifts from our 
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ancestors left to aid us on our new journeys and to become the springboard for 

many contemporary practices and understandings.” 

 

The Bidjara Koala Skin Cloak70 

 

Fig 36. Bidjara Koala Skin Cloak, n.d. Miles Historical Village Museum. 

 

My discussion now turns to a significant cloak that requires improved examination 

and preservation. As there are only a few other known and identified historical 

Australian Aboriginal stitched skin cloaks in the world, the Queensland Bidjara Koala 

skin cloak is of regional, national and international importance (fig. 36).71 This 

significant cloak requires analysis in separate categories, including considerations of 

where it is housed in the context of Australian community museums; the physicality 

of the cloak; its intangible connections to the people from its finding place—

Ancestors and descendants; and my responses to the cloak.  

 

A variety of museums and archives hold objects, employing different museological 

practices governing the collection and display of these objects and artefacts. The 

Bidjara Koala Skin Cloak is housed in the Miles Historical Village Museum that is 

about 300 kilometres north-west of Brisbane.72  

 

Positioned as a historical village, complete with replica shop fronts and buildings, 

this small community museum has a large collection of colonial and Indigenous 
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artefacts and relics. Situated in the Artesian Basin Centre building is the collection 

“Aboriginal Heritage.” The viewer is greeted by cut-out black silhouettes of people 

holding spears or coolamons who fit the tropes of stone-age Aboriginal people. At 

the back of the building there is a poorly maintained, cement-rendered construction 

of an “Indigenous Cave.” Stone rocks and fake rocks appear, and in the constructed 

cave there is a large assortment of original grinding stones. More of these stones are 

also in cabinets or somewhat randomly placed directly on the floor. Descriptions and 

didactic labels are outmoded and sometimes carry incorrect information about 

language, language groups and objects that have been collected from around 

Australia.73  

 

The Bidjara Koala Skin Cloak rests in a glass case along with somewhat disconnected 

objects and information: a copy of The Aboriginal Protection and Restriction of the 

Sale of Opium Act, 1897; a recent poster explaining traditional guardians of the Miles 

area, the Barunggam People; a grinding stone; and a woomera.74  

 

The cloak, found by Dayne Vincent in a cave on Mount Moffat, is on permanent loan 

to the Miles Historical Village. Mount Moffat is about 400 kilometres north-east of 

Miles and is in Bidjira country. There are no details whether anything else was found 

with the cloak, but it is known that caves in this area were used as sacred burial 

sites.75 The label with the cloak is brief in its description, outlining the skill of the 

makers, the collector, and that the cloak is a rare and significant item. I had 

previously contacted the Miles Historical Museum and asked to have access to the 

cloak outside of the case. The volunteer staff were helpful and courteous in giving 

me time and space to view the cloak. As there was no suitable room for it to be 

carefully handled, it was brought into a back office and placed on a desk with no 

gloves provided for handling.  

 

An article published by the NMA titled “Drawing People Together: The Local and 

Regional Museum Movement in Australia” noted common problems in Australian 

regional museums, including “inadequate buildings, the absence of professional staff 

or advice, poor conservation and documentation and scarce storage … and a 
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‘sameness’ about the displays.”76 To combat some of these identified concerns, the 

Queensland Museum Resource Centre Network—a partnership forged between the 

Queensland Museum, Arts Queensland and local authorities—has employed 

museum development officers to provide professional services to regional museums. 

Consequently, the Miles Museum received a Significance Assessment report in 2010 

that identified the Bidjara Koala Skin Cloak as a significant item in their collection. 

 

The Bidjara Koala Skin Cloak is not a whole cloak but now consists of six skins or 

fragments of skins that are finely stitched together. It was larger than I had been led 

to believe it was and I was surprised by its size of approximately 60 x 40cm.77 As with 

other cloaks, I was immediately drawn to the stitching techniques and the stitch 

materials. The Significant Assessment reports that “the twine is made of boodioorie 

bark and the stitching is particularly unusual.” I contest this and assert that the 

stitching is not traditionally unusual or made from bark thread.78 Directly comparing 

the thread to the Wonnarua/Awabakal/Worimi cloak and to cloaks that I have made, 

I ascertain that the thread is not a twisted fibre thread and that it has the 

translucence and texture of animal sinew (figs. 37, 38). 79 The stitching technique is 

the traditional method of whipstitch and is the same as that used in the other 

historical cloaks that I have studied—with skillful fine even stitching (figs. 39, 40). 

The skin is thin, fragile and dirty and would need to be professionally restored before 

determining if there are any markings or designs made on the underside of the skins. 

Charles Mountford notes that not all cloaks were decorated so there might not be 

any mark making on this particular cloak.80 

 

Comparing early photographs of the cloak with my recent images, it appears that 

there has been physical degradation and significant changes in the size of the cloak. 

This has possibly occurred due to folding or tearing of sections or damage from 

insect attack.81 The cloak is not being preserved under best museum practices and 

the Miles Historical Museum does not have the resources to provide this. We have 

lost other animal skin cloaks. For example, possum skin cloaks in the Leiden 

Museum, Netherlands, and the Pigorini Museum, Italy, have been reported as being 

destroyed or no longer in existence.82 My assessment of the current circumstances 
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of the cloak is that it urgently needs to be safely secured in an appropriate 

environment where it can be accessible to the descendants of the makers so that its 

spirit can be activated and it can be accessed as a repository of knowledge. To this 

end, I am taking action to ensure its preservation.83  

 

Fig 37. Bidjara Koala Skin Cloak—sinew detail. 

 

 

Fig 38. Wonnarua/Awabakal/Worimi Possum Skin Cloak—sinew detail. 
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Fig 39. Bidjara Koala Skin Cloak, stitching detail. 

 
 
 

 
 
Fig 40. Bidjara Koala Skin Cloak, stitching detail. 
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Materiality  

 
 

Dialogues about Australian Aboriginal artefact making, materiality and authenticity 

require issues of the old and the contemporary to be equally considered. Much has 

been written about my Aboriginal culture being dynamic and in motion, rather than 

being static, and there is considerable history of Aboriginal people moving to new, 

more efficient ways of producing objects and adapting to any materials at hand.84 

The issue of materiality led me to investigate questions regarding the possum skins 

that I use in my cloak-making.  

 

I did not hunt the possums, skin the animals, or process the pelts like our Ancestors 

did. Rather, I ordered them online from Aotearoa. They arrive highly processed with 

clean, creamy inner skins. These create excellent canvases for the stitching and 

illustration work for the contemporary cloaks, and the skins prepared in this way are 

highly suitable for community workshops. However, they seemed too processed and 

sterile for my personal practice. I requested the most untreated possum skins, but 

these were still too refined and I realised that I was looking for the possum pelts I 

remembered from my childhood in Aotearoa. 

 

The Australian common brushtail possum (Trichosurus vulpecula) was introduced 

into Aotearoa in the 1830s by Europeans to establish a fur trade.85 Quick to adapt 

and without any predators, opportunistic possums stripped native vegetation and 

began to devour native birds eggs and young chicks.86 In 1939, after the introduced 

possum was recognised as an ecological disaster, they were declared a noxious pest 

and culling commenced.87 Growing up, I remember watching older boys skinning 

possums to make an income; I remember the pelts drying in garages, hanging on 

strings strung out from rafters; I remember the drying skins, the smell, the tails 

brushing my face. The skins were crackly with a translucent rawness about them—

comparable to the old cloaks and the sinews used to sew them.  
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I was keen to experiment using sinew and old ways to cure my own skins to achieve 

similar results and had my first opportunity in 2014 on a University of Queensland 

Biological Sciences Artist Residency at Idalia National Park in central Queensland. 

Part of the scientific activities conducted that I participated in was a dissection of a 

kangaroo.88 I asked if I could harvest the kangaroo tail sinews for my studio research 

(fig. 41). I was unable to use the traditional method of cutting at the tail tip and end 

that releases all the sinews so they can be drawn out of the tail as a bunch. I had to 

cut each sinew away and consequently only got a handful, which were dried for 

future use.  

 

Fig 41. Carol McGregor, 2014—harvesting kangaroo tail sinew. 

 

 

As a development from this experience, I procured several fresh kangaroo and 

wallaby skins from the meat processing plant at Ipswich.89 It was not a pleasant 

procedure to unravel, scrape and clean whole and partial skins. The skins were much 

thicker than possum skins, and, after stretching them out on boards, I realised that I 

could not cure them the traditional way by air-drying or beside a fire. After 
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researching how to tan skins from community members, I discovered that the 

recommended methods of applying brains or urine to the skins was also not possible 

at the time in my limited studio space. I found an old recipe using kerosene and 

baking soda (figs. 42,42a) and applied this mixture to the skins over a few weeks. The 

skins cured so stiffly that it was difficult to work on them to soften or incise and 

mark the inside. I was able to use some of the pieces in exhibitions but unlike my 

ordered, dressed possum skins I could not prevent serious insect attack and over 

time the ‘cured’ skins mostly disintegrated.90 My first attempt to make an animal 

skin cloak using natural or old ways and sew with sinew was unsuccessful. The sinew 

however has been an important ongoing resource for exhibitions and education 

purposes.91 

 

 

 

Figs 42 and 42a. Carol McGregor, 2014—curing kangaroo skins. 
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I gained knowledge through working with the raw skins and sinew. In the article 

“Ancestral Memory out of the Shadows,” Maree Clarke mentions that Indigenous 

people have to learn cultural knowledge through research “of the colonial record, 

talking to Elders and then to actually physically make those objects and items.”92 

Clarke’s Kangaroo Tooth Necklace (2008) (fig. 43) was inspired by historical images 

of women wearing these types of tooth necklaces.93 Using the same traditional 

materials, Clarke with family collected kangaroo hide, sinew, and teeth from road 

kill. Clarke, again with family, prepared the material and constructed the necklace by 

learning ‘hands on’ cultural processes: cleaning the teeth; drying thin kangaroo hide 

strips; soaking the leather strips and tail sinew in ochre; chewing to moisten the tail 

sinew, making it supple before using it to wrap around and attach each tooth to the 

leather; and the drying and shrinking of the sinew to securely hold in the teeth.94 

Each process required a dynamic approach that reclaims historical practices while 

incorporating modernity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 43. Maree Clarke, Kangaroo Tooth Necklace, 20015, kangaroo teeth, leather and sinew, 80cm  
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In a comparable understanding of materials, Yorta Yorta bass baritone and 

performance artist Tiriki Onus has created his own possum skin cloak from road-

killed possums that he sourced himself and from family and friends over several 

years (fig. 44).95 Onus successfully dressed the raw possum skins similar to 

tradition—scraping flesh, stretching the skins on boards, and incising in designs, 

mainly diagonal and cross diagonal lines, with a possum jaw and tooth chisel.96 Onus 

describes the process of cloak-making and wearing as a personal journey where, 

through using song and storytelling, he makes a connection with his country and 

people. He reaches a sense of belonging through the movement of his possum skin 

cloak.97 Onus wore and sung in his completed possum skin cloak at the 2016 New 

Encounters conference at the NMA (previously discussed). Able to examine Onus’s 

cloak, I discovered that it is stunningly beautiful and has that raw translucent quality 

I initially looked for in the skins. I realise that there are more lessons to come.  

 

 
Fig 44. Tiriki Onus, 2016, possum skin cloak, possum skins, sinew. 
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From my skin-processing experiments, I understood that using the dressed skins 

from Aotearoa was the best option for my practice at this stage and for any 

community work I am involved in.98 In order to connect to the source of my possum 

skins I arranged to meet with Basically Bush, the possum skin tannery supplying my 

dressed pelts. 

 

The tanning factory for Basically Bush is situated in Woodville, Aotearoa, 100 

kilometres north from where I grew up. In early 2017, I travelled there with my 

parents to meet with manager Mike Somerville. He took us through each step of the 

labour-intensive processes from the procurement of the raw air-dried skins from the 

‘trappers’ through to the different methods of tanning, and to the final polish of 

each individual skin.99 Basically Bush supplies possum skins to many Indigenous 

Australian cloak makers and it was important for me to have this face-to-face 

connection as part of my gratitude for skins and to have discussions about the 

significance and sacredness of our possum skin cloaks. 

 

Being in Aoteaora, I was able to pay my respects for the gift of the possum from 

Maori people, the traditional custodians.100 I also remembered the possum skins 

from my childhood. I have come to understand that using these skins enables a link 

between my Ancestors, my childhood past, and the present. They are conduits to a 

deeper connection that I have long sought. The skins provide potency beyond the 

physical attributes of the material. The dance between physical materiality, 

refinement of technique and intangibles across time now constantly move and 

weave in my practice.

 
 
1 The Queensland Museum has since updated its storage system, but there is a lot of future work to 
be done to remove the anonymity of many of the Indigenous objects held there. 
2 Circular reproduced in Chris Healy “Histories and Collecting: Museums, Objects and Memories,” in 
Memory and History Twentieth Century Australia, ed. Kate Darian-Smith and Paula Hamilton (Oxford, 
UK: Oxford University Press, 1994), 44. See also Gemma Burden, “The Violent Collectors Who 
Gathered Indigenous Artefacts for the Queensland Museum,” The Conversation, 27 May 2018, 
https://theconversation.com/-96119. 
3 Richard Robins, “Paradox and Paradigms: The Changing Role of Museums in Aboriginal Cultural 
Heritage Management,” Ngulaig 16 (1996): 25. 
4 Paola Balla, “Walking in Deadly Blak Women’s Footprints,” Artlink 38, no. 2 (June 2018): 25.  
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5 The Museum has two historical cloaks in their collection, the Gunditjmara cloak and the Yorta Yorta 
cloak. With Elders’ consultation and new preservation and conservation methods, one will be always 
on display. For more details on this and the collaborative process that guided the exhibition, see 
Henry Atkinson et al., “Wrapped in Country,” 49–64. 
6 Bunjilaka Melbourne Museum, Creating First Peoples with Community, accessed 2018. 
https://museumsvictoria.com.au/website/bunjilaka/visiting/first-peoples/creating-first-
peoples/index.html. 
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especially international ones.  
11 Marilyn Lake, Memory, Monuments and Museums: The Past in the Present (Carlton, Vic.: 
Melbourne University Press in association with the Australian Academy of the Humanities, 2006), 2. 
12 I interned there through an 1854 Student Scholarship for two weeks in October 2015. 
13 Nineteenth-century and twentieth-century images are currently being digitised. 
14 Coranderrk was a Victorian Government reserve for Australian Aboriginal people, located about 
50 kilometres north-east of Melbourne, that operated between 1863 and 1924. Most of the people 
there were from the Kulin Nation, which consisted of the Boonwurrung, Dja Dja wurrung, Taungurung 
and Wathaurung peoples. For more information on Coranderrk, see: 
http://coranderrk.com/wordpress/. Fred Kruger took several of these types of arranged images of 
artefacts at Coranderrk. As Coranderrk is on Wurundjeri Country, I approached the Wurundjeri Tribe 
Land & Compensation Cultural Heritage Council Inc. and was granted permission to use this image in 
my creative research practice and to include it in this paper. 
15 I am not aware of a similar fashioned historical possum skin bag (as distinct from water carrying 
bags) in any collections. However, this does not mean that there is not one in existence. 
16 Other significant identified artefacts include a coiled basket with an animal fur handle; an emu 
feather skirt; a kangaroo tooth necklace; a tarnuk—a carrier made from a tree burl; a possum skin 
football or marngrook; a spear, axe and shield; woomeras, digging sticks, clubs, boomerangs; and a 
wee tweet—a child’s throwing toy (identified by Museum Victoria staff). 
17 Andrew Sayers, Aboriginal Artists of the Nineteenth Century (Melbourne, Oxford University Press, 
1994), 22. 
18 Gary Jones, “Artefacts of Authenticity,” Artlink 32, no. 2 (2012): 49–53.  
19 Ibid., 50. For more on this, see Sylvia Kleinert “Aboriginal Enterprises: Negotiating an Urban 
Aboriginality,” Aboriginal History, 34 (2010): 171–96. Kleinert outlines that nineteenth-century 
Aboriginal art, often made as tourist souvenirs, was initially denigrated by collectors as inauthentic 
and was evidence of cultural decline and commodification. Baldwin Spencer, Honorary Director of 
Museum Victoria (1898–1928) believed “that there were no surviving traditions in the south-east 
(Australia) which created a growing concern with authenticity on the part of curators ensuring that, 
from the 1920s onwards, Museum Victoria ceased collecting artefacts from the south-east.” Kleinert 
ibid., 172. This erroneous attitude had political reverberations that have reached into recent times. 
For example, in the Native title claim in the Federal Court of Australia: Members of the Yorta Yorta 
Aboriginal Community v Victoria & Ors, (1998) the judge stated that “the tide of history has washed 
away any real acknowledgment of traditional laws and any real observance of traditional customs” 
and that native title does not exist. Justice Olney in “Federal Court of Australia, Members of the Yorta 
Yorta Aboriginal Community v Victoria & Ors,” FCA 1606 (18 December 1998), par 3. 
http://www6.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/cases/cth/FCA/1998/1606.html. 
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35 The fellowship was a collaborative project between the British Museum, the National Museum of 
Australia, and the Australian National University, titled Engaging Objects, and it was a part of the 
Encounters project. 
36 Alongside the holes in the land, Watson also exhibited our skeletons in your closets which refers to 
the Aboriginal man A.M. Fernando, who wore a coat with toy skeletons attached when he toured 
Europe protesting about the treatment of Australian Aboriginal people in 1929–1930. 
37 Jessyca Hutchens, “Down Under World: Christian Thompson at the Pitt Rivers Museum,” 
Artlink 37, no. 2 (June 2017): 83. 
38 A work with similar context is Julie Gough’s The Lost World (Part 2) (2013), held in the Cambridge 
Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology. 
39 The possum-hair string aprons were worn by women from the Mara people Northern Territory. The 
string would have been made rolling the fur and hair together on the thigh to produce a strong string 
similar to my possum fur and merino spun string for Twining time. For more information see 
http://www.grahamegalleries.com.au/index.php/judy-watson-the-holes-in-the-land-2015. 
40 Judy Watson, Unsettled, National Museum Australia, 2015 
https://www.nma.gov.au/exhibitions/unsettled/judy_watson. 
41 Ibid. 
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42 Ibid. 
43 The names of the historical animal skin cloaks usually refer to where they were acquired from by 
their collectors rather than the name given to them by their Indigenous community, as is done for 
contemporary cloaks. I have prefaced and privileged the identified Aboriginal language group/s in 
each cloak’s name to overcome this ‘name colonisation.’ With continued interaction with our objects, 
more context and meaning can be returned to them; for example, the Maiden’s Punt cloak has 
recently been given the sovereign name Wolthiga by the Yorta Yorta Aboriginal community. On the 
Australian Dress Register, Fabri Blacklock has attributed the language group/s for Hunter River Cloak 
as the Wonnarua, Awabakal, and Worimi people of the Hunter Region, as they were most likely to 
have created it. For more information, see Museum of Applied Arts and Sciences, “Possum Skin 
Cloak” (ID #274), Australian Dress Register, http://www.australiandressregister.org/garment/274/. 
The cloak is also discussed by Blacklock in "Aboriginal Skin Cloaks," National Quilt Register, 14 
February 2012, 
https://web.archive.org/web/20140212072751/http://www.collectionsaustralia.net/nqr/fabri.php. 
44 While not discussed here, the wallaby skin cloak made by Narranga woman Louisa Eggington 
features rectangular pelts that are patterned all over with geometric diamond-shaped incisions with 
no ochre colouring. It is beautiful and striking in its apparent simplicity that comes from expert cloak-
making skills. 
45 The residency was a joint project between Australia Council for the Arts and the Kluge-Ruhe 
Aboriginal Art Gallery. For more information on Kluge-Ruhe, see: https://kluge-ruhe.org. 
46 The National Museum of the American Indian (NMAI) has one of the most extensive collections of 
Native American arts and artefacts in the world—approximately 825,000 items, which represent over 
12,000 years of history and more than 1,200 indigenous cultures throughout the Americas. The 2004 
Cultural Resources Center (CRC) is a purpose-built research and storage facility in Maryland (outer 
Washington). The CRC is designed to “provide for better long-term care of the objects and to enhance 
accessibility of the entire collection to NMAI's Native and non-Native constituencies,” 
https://americanindian.si.edu/.  
47 The architecture of the CRC reflects numerous Native American cultural and design principles that 
emphasise the natural environment and an orientation on the four cardinal directions. The design 
inspires respect for the collections the building holds and the cultures it represents, and at the same 
time, creates a welcoming atmosphere. See https://americanindian.si.edu/explore/collections/crc/ 
48 Ibid. 
49 Native American spiritual customs are diverse, but the “Four Winds is a general basic tenet. There 
are seven sacred directions each of which has a spiritual meaning for this life. There are the East, 
South, West and North winds, which speak of the four sacred seasons, elements, plants, animals and 
phases of a human life. Then there is Father Sky and Mother Earth, and lastly, the sacred center.” See 
http://www.nativecircle.com/four-winds.html. 
50 The NMAI describes repatriation as “the process whereby specific kinds of American Indian cultural 
items in a museum collection are returned to lineal descendants and culturally affiliated Indian tribes, 
Alaska Native clans or villages, and/or Native Hawaiian organizations. Human remains, funerary 
objects, sacred objects, and objects of cultural patrimony are all materials that may be considered for 
repatriation.” https://americanindian.si.edu/explore/collections/repatriation. 
51 Ibid. 
52 On my visit, the Smithsonian curator was adamant that the cloak was collected from a mission and 
“could be from any tribe.” As mentioned above, I am acknowledging the language groups 
Wonnarua/Awabakal/Worimi from the region the cloak was collected from. The Smithsonian records 
Horatio Hale as the cloak’s collector on the Charles Wilkes USA Exploring Expedition 1838–1842. Hale 
travelled to the Lake Macquarie Mission, located near Lake Macquarie, NSW, run by English 
missionary Reverend Lancelot Edward Threlkeld. As there is little documentation of the exact method 
of collection, Hale may have received the cloak from Threlkeld there. The 
Wonnarua/Awabakal/Worimi possum skin cloak was exhibited in the 1985 Smithsonian Magnificent 
Voyagers exhibition. 
53 We were in the company of other members of our party and three or four museum staff and 
curators. 
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54 Julie Gough, exhibition wall quote from Unsettled, NMA, 2016. 
55 I give my thanks and gratitude to the Wonnarua Nation and Uncle Laurie Perry, in giving guidance 
to my observations on this historical possum skin cloak. 
56 Roderick Flanagan remarked that the cloak sewing process “exhibits a skill and neatness in the 
highest degree extraordinary, when the manner of the appliances available for the performance of 
the work is taken into consideration,” Flanagan, The Aborigines of Australia, 57. 
57 There are also three partial possum skins—a half, a quarter, and one sliver of a skin in the cloak. 
The cloak is recorded to be made of both possum and kangaroo skins and measures 146 x 125cm. For 
more details on this cloak refer to the Smithsonian website: Catalogue item number E5803-0 
http://collections.si.edu/search/results.htm?q=record_ID%3Anmnhanthropology_8470030&repo=DP
LA. 
58 In cloak-making workshops for the Art of the Skins, some South-East Queensland community 
members mentioned that they remember their Elders making wallaby skin cloaks in the 1920s. 
References to historical possum skin cloaks have generally been from the nineteenth century. 
Mountford references kangaroo skins were mainly left whole for cloaks—such as those the 
Tasmanian Palawa people wore, and later the cut and stitched kangaroo skin cloaks made in the early 
1900s by Western Australian Aboriginal people. See Charles Mountford, “Australian Aboriginal Skin 
Rugs.” Tom Petrie stated that in Queensland, whole skins from kangaroos were used as ground rugs 
for lying on and possum skins used for cloaks. Petrie in Walter Roth, “Decoration, deformation, and 
clothing,” 51. 
59 ‘Cotton cord’ is recorded on the cloak’s Smithsonian catalogue card; however, in a 1975 
conservation report on the cloak, Cathy Valentour of the Anthropology Conservation Lab, notes that 
“the skins of the cloak are joined together by what appears to be animal (possibly kangaroo?) sinew in 
a very regular overhand stitch.” See Smithsonian Museum of National History, “Ethnology: Possum 
Skin Cloak,” Smithsonian Museum of National History, https://collections.nmnh.si.edu/search/anth/ 
?irn=8470030&QueryPage=%252Fanth%252Fpages%252Fnmnh%252Fanth%252FDtlQuery.php. 
On the Australian Dress Register, Blacklock also describes the thread as “cotton sinew:” see Museum 
of Applied Arts and Sciences, “Possum Skin Cloak.”  
60 Sonja Carmichael, personal conversation with author, 2019. 
61 Herby Jackson cited in Caroline Bird and Colin Beeck, “Bone Points and Spatulae: Salvage Ethnology 
in Southwest Australia,” Archaeology & Physical Anthropology in Oceania 15, no. 3 (Oct 1980): 170, 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/40386388. 
62 Collected sinew was often dried then moistened by chewing when sewing. The stitched sinew then 
pulls the skins taut when it dries. 
63 I am only comparing the original sinew stitched seams and not any mended seams, where the awl 
piercings are re-stitched with cotton thread. Many of the close observations I make are educated 
guesses based on my sewing and cloak-making experiences and research. 
64 Weinreich is from the Department of Anthropology, New York University, and conducted this test 
with Chris Dudar and Eric Hollinger from the Smithsonian Repatriation Office as part of her studies. 
Weinreich’s work is a development from previous work and consultations with Maree Clarke and Vicki 
Couzens.  
65 This report will be published in the future under the title “Caring for a Garment: Some Reflections 
on the Materiality and Social Life of Possum Skin Cloaks," in Putting Theory & Things Together: 
Working with Museum Collections, ed. J. Bell and J. Shannon (Washington DC: Smithsonian Institution 
Scholarly Press, forthcoming). 
66 Gaiarbau, Some Original Views around Kilcoy, 42. Gaiarbau also stated that the bark of the 
yellowjacket made a lasting yellow stain, and that the burnt bark of the ironbark tree made a 
permanent black paint. Ibid, 42.  
67 This is something I would like to research further in the future. 
68 When deep-coloured ochre is applied on human skin (as used in Indigenous ceremonies), it washes 
off with no residue. This has a different property if the same ochre is applied to tanned animal skins 
or fabrics, as a residual stain remains after washing. 
69 The Gubbi Gubbi/Kabi Kabi cloak has been actively used for Welcome to Country and other 
ceremonies by the Gubbi Gubbi/Kabi Kabi community.  
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70 I thank the many Bidjara families who have supported my discussion on the Bidjara Koala Skin 
Cloak. The circumstances surrounding the ownership and housing of the cloak have been raised by 
this inquiry.  
71 The Bidjara Skin Cloak is labelled as being made from koala skins, although this has not been 
scientifically tested and proven. I use the current label identification here. 
Anthropologist John Beaton recorded findings of two other cloak fragments in Carnarvon Gorge, 
Bidjara Country. Beaton identified these as a stitched possum skin cloak fragment, and a marked or 
incised kangaroo skin. The markings are diagonal lines, forming diamonds over the whole of the 
remaining kangaroo hide. Beaton notes that ‘Aboriginal soft goods’ were susceptible to termite attack 
and not many survived from this area. It is unknown where these cloak fragments currently reside. 
See John M. Beaton, “Dangerous Harvest, Investigations in the Late Prehistoric Occupation of Upland 
South-east Central Queensland” (PhD diss., Australian National University Canberra, 1977). 
72 Like the Wonnarua/Awabakal/Worimi Hunter River Cloak, the Bidjara Koala Skin Cloak is on the 
National Quilt register, Quilt number 956BF. 
73 This area will be undergoing an update in the future. The renovation plans show an “Indigenous 
Cave” included in the section “Ancient Patterns of Everyday Life for the Indigenous People” where it is 
assumed the Indigenous collection will be housed. 
74 In the “Village collection” is an original poster of The Aboriginal Protection and Restriction of the 
sale of Opium Act, 1897 found in the Taroom jail. This oppressive Queensland law controlled the lives 
of Aboriginal people, enabling them to be moved to missions where they lost their freedom and basic 
civil rights. 
75 The circumstances around how this cloak came to the museum are currently being investigated by 
Bidjara families. 
76 Kimberley Webber, Liz Gillroy, Joanne Hyland, Amanda James, Laura Miles, Deborah Tranter and 
Kate Walsh, “Drawing People Together: The Local and Regional Museum Movement in Australia,” in 
Understanding Museums: Australian Museums and Museology, ed. Des Griffin and Leon Paroissien 
(Canberra: National Museum Australia, 2011), https://nma.gov.au/research/understandingmuseums/ 
KWebber_etal_2011.html. 
77 People (non-indigenous) who have seen this cloak have described it to me as ‘a scrap’ or ‘very 
small’.  
78 Included in the ‘Aboriginal Heritage’ collection and positioned close to the cloak is a bundle of string 
that references Boodioorie bark fibre. The label reads: “Fragment of cord and threads made by 
Aborigines from Boodjaree bark and other fibres and human hair.” This fibre appears to have been 
inaccurately described as the stitching material used in the Bidjara cloak. 
79 Charles Mountford, “Australian Aboriginal Skin Rugs”; Constance Petrie, “Tom Petrie’s 
Reminiscences of Early Queensland”; Edward Curr, “The Australian Race”; and John Mathews "Two 
Representative Tribes of Queensland" all referenced that kangaroo tail sinew (or emu sinew) was used 
to sew skin cloaks in Queensland.  
80 Charles Mountford, “Australian Aboriginal Skin Rugs.”  
81 The room that the display case and cloak are stored in is open to the elements during the day. The 
case does not appear to be sealed tightly enough to prevent insect attack. 
82 Fabri Blacklock notes that the nineteenth-century possum skin cloak, registration No: 885/11 in the 
Leiden Museum, has since disintegrated. Blacklock, “Aboriginal Skin Cloaks.” 
The Luigi Pigorini Museum of Prehistory and Ethnography was recorded to have two possum skin 
cloaks, one decorated and one undecorated, collected in 1913. Investigations (recorded in Atkinson et 
al., “Wrapped in Country”) have confirmed that the Luigi Pigorini Museum does not now possess a 
possum skin cloak.  
83 I have consulted with the appropriate Bidjara Elders and families, highlighting the need for 
conservation and care of the Bidjara Koala Skin Cloak. We are working together with the Queensland 
Museum to ensure that the cloak will receive professional conservation and will be in a suitable 
keeping place. 
84 For example, Ian McLean, How Aborigines Invented the Idea of Contemporary Art (Brisbane, Qld: 
Institute of Modern Art, 2011). 
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85 The first release by Captain J. Howell near Invercargill in 1837 was unsuccessful and many more 
‘batches of possums’ (mainly sourced from Tasmania) followed until the brush tail possum was firmly 
established as part of local fauna by the 1850s. 
86 Aotearoa has many unique native birds, lizards, fish, frogs and insects. Their only native mammals 
are bats and marine mammals. 
87 The New Zealand Department of Conservation and the NZ Animal Health Board now control this 
process declaring an outright war on the estimated 30 million possums residing in Aotearoa. For more 
information see New Zealand Department of Conservation, “A Pest of Plague Proportions,” 2004, 
https://www.doc.govt.nz/documents/science-and-technical/everybodyspossum.pdf. 
88 The University of Queensland have a permit to legally obtain macropod specimens and employed a 
kangaroo shooter to supply a wallaby and a kangaroo (both males) for this purpose. They were taken 
from a private property as part of a culling process, and not from the National Park. 
89 In 2014, I only had access to kangaroo and wallaby hides. I have since found out that Lenah Game 
Meats, a processing plant in Tasmania, supplies raw possum skin hides. 
90 The exhibitions these skins were shown in were Idalia imprints (Griffith University, 2014; University 
of Queensland, 2015), Art Meets Science (Dept Environment and Science, 2015), while my harvested 
kangaroo tail sinew was displayed in Art of the Skins (State Library of Queensland,2016). 
91 Part of this sinew sample was exhibited as an exemplar in the Art of the Skins exhibition. The South 
Australian Museum has many samples of animal sinews on display in the Australian Aboriginal 
Cultures Gallery. 
92 Maree Clarke in Fran Edmonds et al., “Ancestral Memory out of the shadows,” 58. 
93 A kangaroo tooth necklace also appears in the Fred Kruger photograph Items for Sale, c 1870, 
discussed earlier. 
94 Maree Clarke, personal conversation with author, 2015. 
95 Tiriki Onus is also currently Acting Head of the Wilin Centre for Indigenous Arts and Cultural 
Development at the University of Melbourne. 
96 Tiriki Onus, conversation with the author, 2016. 
Similar possum jaw chisels were also traditionally used to incise wooden implements and shields.  
97 Tiriki Onus, “Singing up the Cloak: A Musical Score for Storytelling,” paper presented at New 
Encounters Conference, National Museum Australia, March 2016, https://www.nma.gov.au/whats-
on/new_encounters_conference/speakers_and_abstracts. 
98 A new development is that we can now get suitable skins from Australia. From 2018, Lenah Game 
Meats processes and supplies Australian possum skin hides that are ‘dressed’ for possum skin cloak-
making. 
99 In their methods from skin collection to finished product, Basically Bush have a high standard of 
ethical conduct and professionalism. 
100 In 2011, the senior Victorian possum skin cloak makers presented the Dreaming Cloak to Te Papa 
Museum in a ceremony of cultural exchange and a gift to honour Maori people. 
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Chapter 3: Personal Projects 
 
 

black seeds (2016) 

Secrets are in all the trees, secrets in the plants and secrets in the animals but no one 
listens any more. 
—Uncle Steve Kemp1 
 
 

Fig 45. Carol McGregor, black seeds, 2016, possum skins, cotton, ochre, ash, resin, 93 x 187cm.  

 

I take heed of this statement and lament by Uncle Steve Kemp. It informs my 

practice that is based in my learning from the acts of deep listening to and seeing the 

trees, the plants and the animals, including homo sapiens.  

 

Because I employ the acts of deep listening, seeing, and learning, my works develop 

slowly over a period of years. The cloak black seeds (fig. 45) evolved from the 

intersections in my art practice between cloak-making with many other key 

concerns: my community work; my ongoing research and connection with local 
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Indigenous histories and plant knowledges; my use and growing of native plants; and 

my personal interest in environmental issues.  

 

Within contemporary environmental discourse, there is a growing awareness and 

acknowledgement of the deep knowledge held by Australian Indigenous people for 

tens of thousands of years about the care and understanding of Country. For The 

Biggest Estate on Earth, How Aborigines Made Australia,2 Bill Gammage compiled 

evidence and many first-hand accounts of the extensive Australian Aboriginal land 

management practices that were identified upon first contact.3 Gammage’s 

landmark work exposes the colonisers’ ignorance of the sophisticated tangible and 

spiritual Indigenous land care and management systems that had resulted in 

Australia’s terrain being a fertile provider of water and life. The first Europeans 

noted that many areas were visually akin to a rich man’s park estate. Despite such 

observations, the landscape was immediately assumed to be natural and not to have 

been influenced by Aboriginal people. Gammage’s uncovering of the evidence of 

historical caring for Country aligned with and further ignited my continually growing 

environmental consciousness and underscored the overlap of caring for Country 

with my art practice.  

 

My need to expose hidden histories in the landscape brought with it a sense of 

urgency for me to make new work that poetically addresses and encapsulates the 

cultural experience and significance of knowing an Aboriginal connection to place.  

My pathways to the resolved works of two possum skin cloaks—black seeds (2016) 

and Skin Country (2018)—are detailed below. 

 

Employing Ochres as Watercolours 

In 2014, at my Idalia National Park Artist Residency with The University of 

Queensland, I became aware that this particular part of Australia has 

experienced many forms of human intervention, from the guardianship of the Iningai 

First Peoples, to the incursions of pastoralists, to the present-day land management 

and scientific research of this land.4 
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Fig 48. Carol McGregor, Idalia Brigalow, Bimble box, and River Gum leaves from Mountain Hole and 
Horseshoe dam, 2014, watercolour on Arches paper, 140 x 170. 
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As an extension to this exhibition and the experience of working with watercolours, I 

undertook classes in 2015 and 2016 with the Botanical Artists’ Society of 

Queensland, learning elementary botanical drawing and watercolour painting 

techniques. Integrating these into my practice, I went on to experiment with ochres, 

blending colours in a similar way to watercolours and trying different methods of 

effectively adhering the more difficult pigment material onto paper and then to 

possum skin (fig. 50).5  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 50. Carol McGregor, 2015-16—possum skin palette. 
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Past Work Informs the Present 

There are continuities in material use and themes in my practice, with a constant 

building and developing of techniques that fold into my final exhibition. When I 

applied for the Contemporary Australian Indigenous Art (CAIA) degree at QCA in 

2007, I presented a portfolio of work that included possum skins, seeds, and natural 

fibres. These materials continue to be fundamental in my practice.  

 

For my undergraduate final year project, titled Journey Cloak (2012), I covered 

twenty recycled timber panels with thousands seeds from the non-native African 

Tulip tree (figs. 51, 52). Until recently, this species was planted as a street tree 

around greater Brisbane, which coincidently became a preferred food of the native 

white cockatoo. Investigating this plant material, its habitat, and its adaptations 

heightened my interest in the local plant environment of greater Brisbane and led to 

my research into and central placement of native plant materials in my imagery on 

possum skins. 

 

 

Fig 51. Carol McGregor, Journey Cloak, 2012, recycled boards, acrylics, seeds, 450 x 250cm.  
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Fig 52. Carol McGregor, Journey Cloak—detail. 

 

In order to continue the tradition of cloak-making, I have explored many ways of 

creating cloaks. For example, on the cotton fabric of Identity Cloak (2008) (fig. 53), I 

silk-screen printed 170 panels that map the fingerprints of my immediate Aboriginal 

family. I used tones of vegetative and earth green ink to symbolise our spiritual 

connection to the land and the many seasons and cycles in nature. 

 

Mixing the greens for this project informed the way I have explored colour mixing to 

obtain the green colours that are used in black seeds—where I have experimented 

with natural pigments from ochres, charcoal, and tree resins. I have had many 

enquiries about how I obtained these specific colours and tones. At first, I used a 

murky greenish ochre that I had been given but my work required more depth of 

colour to satisfactorily portray the plant images. From printmaking I understood that 

mixing black and yellow makes green. I went on to trial using natural black charcoal 

and ash from hardwood Eucalypt trees to achieve different green colourways. 
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Fig 53. Carol McGregor, Identity Cloak, 2008, ink on cotton, 210 x 380cm. 
 

From my observations of a variety of artefacts and artworks, I noted that ochres 

were traditionally not mixed to create new colours. My experimental method of 

mixing the ochres using a watercolour technique seems like a mix of my heritage—a 

transculturation of the materials. I reflect on how my cloak-making is transcultural, 

where I have both learned and invented techniques that are applied onto the 

Aotearoa-harvested, tanned possum skins: traditional and modern stitching 

methods; more recent pokerwork burning; ancient ochre application; and 

botanically accurate, Western style illustrations of the plant specimens. In his 

watercolour paintings, Albert Namatjira (Arrernte) used transcultural methods and 

materials to visually articulate his songlines and ancestral sites. As an initiated man, 

Namatjira provided tangible reformulations of the sacred tjurunga that spoke 

directly of Country. As Ian McLean argues, this made his art practice a cultural 

survival strategy for his own people.6 I understand more now how in our 

contemporary art practices we bring the past and present with us into the future. 
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Refining the Stitch 

After beginning to make cloaks with possum skins in 2013, I amassed a bag of 

leftover skins and furs. Having been taught not to waste and to use the whole of the 

animal, I had carefully collected and kept all the off-cuts and loose fur from the 

cutting and trimming.7 Experimenting with this material, I produced gather bags 

(2014), which were stitched and ochred.8 With the luxury of a new delivery of 

possum skins, I sewed more than one hundred differently shaped bags. The bags 

signified the gathering of information, the preciousness of learning, and the respect 

in holding the knowledge learnt. I let the materiality of the pelts go untamed—

embracing the outcomes each skin led me to—with some bags becoming organic 

free-form shapes (figs. 54, 55, 55a).9  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 54. Carol McGregor, gather bags, 2014, possum skins, cotton thread, 30 x 30cm. 
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Figs 55 and 55a. Carol McGregor, gather bags, 2014, possum skins, cotton thread, 15 x 20cm. 

 

While I was gathering and unearthing rich, submerged information that spoke to 

multiple stories from over thousands of years, I was making connections with many 

Indigenous families, communities, and individuals. This multiplicity of stories and 

connections manifested in the many gathering bags I created. There is an urgency to 

keep my hands active in my studio-based research. My stitch and stitching became 

more and more refined on these smaller possum skin works as I began using a 

thinner thread and tightening my featherstitch technique. I then employed this 

refinement on larger works and on ensuing possum cloaks, including black seeds.  

 

Developing my use of watercolour techniques and translating these to the 

application of ochres on possum skins, along with researching and refining stitch 

forms and techniques, have been akin to unearthing submerged language and 

history. Just as language changes and develops over time, so these works have 

incorporated progressions in techniques that have come from a consideration of 

quiet deep-time history and contemporary insistence.  
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Plant Research 

As an Aboriginal gardener, I have been growing native plants and gathering 

information on our traditional use of plants for many years.10 This has been 

amplified through the course of my studies. After reading The Biggest Estate on 

Earth, I have been further informed by books such as Muturoo – Plant Use by 

Australian Aboriginal People, compiled by Glenn Leiper.11 Judy Watson has also been 

a mentor in my developing art practice and she is generous with her time and 

resources. In 2014, before heading to Idalia, she loaned me Philip A. Clarke’s 

Australian Plants as Aboriginal Tools, and I went on to examine his additional 

writings on this subject.12  

 

Following this, I began to investigate more local (i.e., greater Brisbane region) plant-

related contemporary reference and historical texts.13 Most of these have been 

written by non-Indigenous people, and as an Indigenous artist I felt I needed to make 

work from our own contributions. The 1998 publication Plants: Bush Tucker, 

Medicinal and Other Uses of Minjerriba, written by Quandamooka Elders Margaret 

Iselin and Lyn Shipway, was revolutionary in its acknowledging and sharing of plant 

information.14  

 

Reflecting on decolonising methods at this stage of the project, I felt it was essential 

that I not only gathered information but that I also shared it among Indigenous 

communities. I had misgivings about researching information outside of my mob for 

my personal artwork, but after discussing this with local South-East Queensland 

Aboriginal community members, I was encouraged to pursue my investigations. With 

comments from Elders such as “if you don’t do this, then who will?”, I was 

encouraged to continue my research and to respectfully use the information offered 

to me. I am aware of protocols surrounding knowledges held by communities and 

that some are not for sharing publicly, and I respect all knowledge given for this 

project.15  
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I have also been given specific advice in regards to this research project by local 

Elder Uncle Joe Kirk (Turrbal, Waka Waka), who said: “If it is published information, it 

is OK to share—if the information has been given in confidence, it is not yours to 

share.”16 Indigenous writer Uncle Bruce Pascoe also asks for the respect of 

Aboriginal knowledges. He highlights in his presentations how many traditional 

methods of using plants, particularly for medicinal purposes, have already been 

appropriated by offshore companies for their own commercial gain. He asks, in 

hope, that the goodwill of Australians will protect this knowledge and “that we 

retain and work together on preserving and using our resources as a nation… so 

Country can be looked after.”17 

 

Alongside my research on local traditional Aboriginal plant use, I was spending time 

holding consultations and informal yarns with my immediate South-East Queensland 

Aboriginal community, where we would share our flora and fauna knowledges and 

ways of caring for Country. We are enthusiastic to learn from and to give and share 

with each other as part of our cultural heritage. As many of the same plants grow 

across our diverse tribal regions, I have found that different South-East Queensland 

Indigenous groups can relate and remember similar stories and uses of plants. We 

have bush walked and discussed what was previously here and where to find things 

now (figs. 56, 57, 58). After discussions with community members—including Elders 

Quandamooka Elder Uncle Bob Anderson, Turrbal Elder Uncle Joe Kirk, Gubbi 

Gubbi/Kabi Kabi Elder Uncle Nurdon Serico, Yuggara Elder Uncle Des Sandy and 

knowledge holder Derek Sandy and members from Jinibara, Yugambeh peoples—I 

have received permission to use information that informs my art on the skins.  
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Fig 56. Carol McGregor, 2016—fallen peanut tree seed pod. 

 

 

Fig 57. Carol McGregor, 2015—collecting Bunya nuts. 
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Fig 58. Carol McGregor, 2016—cycad example. 

 

The concept for black seeds was developed in 2015, with the cloak finally realised in 

early 2016. The title of the work comes from Bruce Pascoe’s Dark Emu: Black Seeds: 

Agriculture or Accident?18 The book excited me as soon as I saw it on the bookshelf; 

Pascoe’s strong clear voice that resonates through his writing assists in weaving all 

my personal and artistic practices together. Dark Emu had a profound effect on me 

as it also helped me to clarify my work and personal philosophies. Pascoe validates 

an Indigenous perspective on Australian historical records. Based on stories, archival 

accounts and new research, he demonstrates that Aboriginal Australia pre-1770 was 

cultivated with highly successful and sustainable land management techniques. 

Pascoe contests the myth of the hunter-gatherer label and recognises the ingenuity 

of first Australians. Uncle Bruce’s recent words about “how Country teaches him 

how to behave and that Dark Emu came out of the ground—the earth had that 

knowledge” resonate with me.19  
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Over many years, a complex representation of Country and caring for Country has 

emerged for me. My work is grounded by spiritual responsibilities that are layered 

with thousands of years of experimentation, and respects the often-limited natural 

resources of our earth. The complex knowledge systems and understanding of 

Country demonstrate an environmental awareness we need to acknowledge in our 

modern lives. I am drawn to how native plants anchor these systems. All were and 

are intertwined, touching one another and I am in awe of the enormity of this 

multifaceted connected picture.  

 

Having been taught and continuously learning about our guardianship 

responsibilities, I am aware of managing resources and how knowledge sharing and 

caring for Country crisscrosses over the entire continent. I experience, see and am 

coming to understand the alive, symphonic tangle of plants that dance all over 

Country.  

 

Cloak-making 

Inspired by this understanding, I began sewing and utilising my refined featherstitch 

and sewed together twelve earthy, dark-brown possum skins for the cloak black 

seeds.20 Once sewn, the bare skin canvas was ready for the story of an Indigenous 

landscape to be marked on to the pelts (fig. 59). 
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 Fig 59. Carol McGregor, 2015—blank skin canvas and featherstitch.  

 

In my practice I interrogate and present histories in a poetic way. In portraying the 

black seeds story, it was important to aesthetically represent the depth of Aboriginal 

bio-cultural knowledge investigated and shared. W. E. H. Stanner believed that 

aesthetic principles are at the deepest level of Indigenous sensibility and I feel this is 

instinctive in my life and art practice.21  

 

Early on, I had decided to literally map out on the skins my growing list of native 

resource plants locating them where they would have grown and been harvested 

prior to European invasion. I made an artistic decision to place the key element of 

Maiwar, a part of the Brisbane River, diagonally on the cloak, only to discover later 

that it is very similar to Western north/south cartography.22 It was certainly not 

purposeful, but on reflection, combining both knowledge systems is a manifestation 

of my process of combining information from Indigenous practices and the 

ethnographic observations recorded by Europeans.23  
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The native plants used traditionally in the region were mapped on the skins using a 

series of methodologies. Positioned first on the skin canvas were the many plants 

with an Indigenous reference from the community consultations and discussions. 

Uncle Des Sandy once told me that Brisbane used to be like a big supermarket where 

you could go seasonally to different areas to get specific foods, medicines and 

supplies and I often thought of these words when mapping out the plants. I then 

referred to historical and contemporary texts and even Aboriginal language suburb 

names for inclusion and positioning.24 For example, geebung (persoonia tree) was 

traditionally a highly prized edible fruit that the Brisbane suburb of Geebung was 

named after due to the abundance of these trees there. There are derivatives of 

Aboriginal language in suburbs of Doomben (tree fern), Dakabin (grass trees), 

Boondall from bundal (cunjevoi), Wynnum from winnam (panadanus).25 Similarly 

Ferny Grove and Acacia Ridge are suburbs named after the abundance of those 

species originally found there before colonisation. 

 

If either Aboriginal community members or historical texts had not determined a 

plant’s definitive location, then its position on the black seeds’ cloak was determined 

from various maps I consulted and from where it was most likely to grow. Local 

historian Dr Ray Kerkhove provided information and maps that outlined different 

typographies of early Brisbane, including swamps and dry eucalypt forest patches.26  

 

The cloak was painted up using ochres, wood ash, and resin after the plant outlines 

had been pokerwork burnt into the skin (figs. 60, 61). The illustrations are based on a 

combination of photographs I have taken of plant samples and from images 

provided to me by others (if I could not photograph a sample of a plant). I was 

extremely challenged by the materiality of the skins and ochres in making delicate 

markings, and because I did not seek to emulate true botanical representations on 

the cloak, I chose to depict specimens using widely varying scales. My interest was in 

capturing the radiant energy, essence, and traditional use of each plant. (figs. 62, 63 

details).  
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Fig 60. Carol McGregor, 2016—grinding yellow ochre. Fig 61. Carol McGregor, 2016—resin and red ochre.  
 

 

Fig 62. Carol McGregor, 2016—featherstitch and specimen detail. 
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Fig 63. Carol McGregor, black seeds—detail. 

 

 

Privileging Indigenous intellectual sovereignty in black seeds signifies the Aboriginal 

plant knowledge held by Ancestors and the strong continuum of this knowledge in 

our contemporary communities.27 Since black seeds was first exhibited in the 

Redland Art Prize, Redland Art Gallery, Cleveland, Queensland, in 2016 (winning the 

Environmental Prize), it has been shown in Tastes like Sunshine, Museum of 

Brisbane, in 2017, and So Fine, National Portrait Gallery, Canberra, in 2018.28 
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Skin Country (2018) 

Kangaroos were fat when the fern leaf wattle was in flower; opossums when 
the nukur (apple tree) was in bloom. The carpet snake was ready for eating 
when a fruit called mu:rum (wild passionfruit) was ripe. Waterlily flowers 
indicated that the river mussels or buk:owar were at their best. 

—Gaiarbau (Grandfather Willy McKenzie), Jinibara People29  
 
 
 

 
Fig 64. Carol McGregor, Skin Country, 2018, possum skins, cotton, ochre, charcoal, binder, 290 x 210cm. 
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Skin Country investigates and further explores themes begun on black seeds, 

intensifying the process on a much larger scale (fig. 64). As an oversized 

contemporary possum skin cloak of sixty skins, the work highlights the continuation 

of cultural practices, Aboriginal plant traditions and local history and places. Having 

financial support for the project meant I was able to undertake more consultations 

and new plant research.30  

 

In wanting to make an extra-large possum skin cloak—one that is almost un-

wearable—I sought to amplify the importance and significance of the images burnt 

and ochred onto these skins. From the comparable small size of black seeds, the 

urgency to speak louder manifests itself in the possum cloak Skin Country. I liken my 

desire to create a supersized contemporary work developed from traditional 

practices to Aboriginal artist Maree Clarke’s large reed necklaces (figs. 65, 66).31 

Clarke describes her art practice as “about regenerating culture, making people 

aware of our culture and that we are really strong in that culture, identity and 

knowledge.”32  

 

By magnifying the necklaces in length and size of reed from those that were 

traditionally worn, Clarke seeks to reflect the scale of the loss of knowledge of 

cultural practices.33 Yet, by reclaiming techniques, designs and materials in her work 

(from examining anthropological texts and museum objects), Clarke reawakens and 

fiercely embeds her heritage and culture in the present. Describing Clarke’s larger 

sized reed necklaces, Clothhide Bullen says they can be “seen as a physical 

embodiment of the Indigenous holistic notion of ‘cultural encompassment’” where 

there is no separation between art and culture, and cultural continuity supports 

living cultural exchange.34 It is this continuity of culture and knowledge in the face of 

what appears to be lost but is only sleeping, that I sought to encapsulate in Skin 

Country from its inception. Aboriginal bio-cultural knowledges and plant use are 

robust and active in our cultural practices. Skin Country pulls together many threads 

and intimate relationships in its making and in the art on the skins.  
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Fig 65. Maree Clarke, River reed necklace, 2015, river reed, feathers, waxed thread, 180 x 50. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 66. Maree Clarke, River reed necklace—detail. 
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Like black seeds, the cloak Skin Country was sewn together before any design was 

inscribed onto the possum hides.35 From my experience of being with the old cloaks, 

discussed in the previous chapter, I elected to follow the ‘whipstitch’ that was 

traditionally used on the cloaks (fig. 67).36 I was unprepared for how much harder 

and time-consuming this stitch is. As such, my admiration for the skills of our 

Ancestors and the makers of the old cloaks grew even more.37 Being much stronger 

than the featherstitch, this stitch is necessary for a cloak of such a great size and 

suited my future plans to hang the cloak, rather than have it displayed flat. Once 

stitched together, the design planning could take place.  

 

Fig 67. Carol McGregor, 2018—whip stitch on skins. 

 

I began with the same mapping concept as that used in black seeds, similarly 

positioning Maiwar centrally. Skin Country covers a much bigger territory: the 

Greater Brisbane region that encompasses or borders Turrbal, Yuggara, 

Quandamooka, Yugambeh, Jinibara, Gubbi Gubbi/Kabi Kabi Country. As opposed to 
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black seeds, for Skin Country I decided to accurately use Western cartography, 

aligning the compass points with north at the top of the cloak. This made the curves 

of Maiwar immediately familiar as it is the orientation most used in recent 

documentation. I also experimented with using an old map for Maiwar, such as that 

drawn by surveyor John Oxley in 1823, but decided to work with a modern map that 

showed the relatively new coastline of the Maiwar river mouth where landfill has 

encompassed past islands. 38 I saw this method of mapping as more relatable for the 

viewer, as it importantly positions the knowledge on the cloak in the present. 

 

Skin Country has significant plant positionings, which came about from further 

consultations with Elders and community members. I used the same methods as 

those used in black seeds to locate plant specimens on Skin Country, directly 

referencing Brisbane places and environment. My initial vision of the tangle of plants 

dancing over the cloak is more fully realised here, assisted by the large scale of the 

skin canvas, which highlights the connections across and within Country by 

intertwining and/or touching each plant specimen with others. 
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Fig 68. Carol McGregor, 2018—placement and burning the specimens onto the skins. 
After positioning each plant onto the skins and using pokerwork to outline them, I 

elected to not add colour to some specimens. This sensitive choice was made so that 

colour did not distract or draw attention away from the natural textures of specific 

plants (fig. 68). I was mindful of the words of Uncle Bob Anderson (Quandamooka, 

Ngugi Elder) throughout the mapping and design process for this cloak; in 

discussions we had at the time, he relayed “always walk softly when you walk on 

Aboriginal land.”39  

 

The numerous green ochres used on Skin Country surprises many viewers. As this 

colour range was one of the hardest to obtain, yet was that featured the most on 

this cloak, I would begin each day that I worked on painting the cloak with creating a 

series of ‘new’ greens (fig. 69). Not all attempts resulted in a recognisable green 

colourway. Early on in the project, I mixed more sludgy dull browns than green. I 

found the solution through burning different hardwoods, such as ironbark and 

spotted gum, to obtain their charcoal for mixing. From using one yellow ochre and 

different ashes, I produced different colour depths of green—some surprised me 

with how vibrant they were. I then went on to do this with each of the yellow ochres 

I had in my possession. As I did not make large quantities in any one batch, the ‘good 

greens’ were used up quickly and even with my mixing recipes, it was difficult to 

successfully repeat the vibrant colours I craved. In mixing all colours, I applied the 

same methods that I used in mixing the greens, and found that obtaining a variety of 

strong pinks and blues was also difficult to achieve.40 The overall final muted colours 

however, remind me of Uncle Bob’s words on walking softly.  

 

Importantly, Indigenous voices were privileged on both black seeds and Skin Country. 

I sought out these through Elder and community consultations and from Indigenous 

texts.41 If an Elder or community member spoke about the plants being in a certain 

area, then this designated where that plant was mapped on the cloak. No specimens 

are repeated on either of the cloaks and because there were sometimes more than 

one reference point given for a plant’s location, a decision was made to include the 

most significant and relevant placing.42 Skin Country stitched together many more 
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connections than black seeds, from further consultations and seeking active 

references within greater Brisbane.  

 

 
Fig 69. Carol McGregor, 2018—mixing the ‘greens.’ 
 

A significant reference space was the living garden Balangaala at The Gap, Brisbane 

as many native specimens had been planted and are nurtured there.43 Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander and non-Indigenous people come together as the 

Balaangala Community Group, voluntarily managing the gardens and other projects.  

Reacquainting myself with the gardens after a few years’ absence, I was generously 

invited to freely see, feel, and taste a great variety of plants. 

 

Visiting the Yugambeh Museum on the Gold Coast, I listened to Paula Nihot’s bush 

foods talks, which also came with delicious tastings. On the South Stradbroke 

Indigenous Artist Camp 2017, Gold Coast City Council ranger Todd Burrows led us 

through Quandamooka and Yugambeh Country, showing and explaining the complex 

flora of the sand islands and coastline.44 Artist Caitlin Franzman shared her research 

on the plants of Karawatha Forest, situated close to Brisbane city. From this active 
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research along with bush walks, my photographic reference library grew. Any 

overlap between areas of plants and every reference given to me or that I sourced, I 

checked that it was endemic to greater Brisbane using Glenn Leiper’s definitive guide 

to native plants—Mangroves to Mountains: a field guide to the Native Plants of 

South-East Queensland, 2017.45 

 

I wanted the physical presence of Skin Country to envelope the viewer and to be a 

powerful immersive experience.46 With this in mind, it was imperative in the hanging 

of the work for it to be accessible. I envisaged the viewer to be able to be up close to 

the cloak and experience both sides—to see the ochres on the skins, inspect the 

stitching, and be so close and yet to have to resist the urge to reach out and touch 

the tactile fur. I designed a hanging system for Skin Country so that the cloak is 

suspended without any or little impediment, as if it is floating, privileging the art on 

the skins and the material.47 This hanging method allows the beauty and sovereignty 

of Aboriginal environmental practices to radiate from the cloak, so that the materials 

and possum skin medium enfold the viewer.  

 

Skin Country foregrounds the continuation of Aboriginal possum skin cloak-making 

practices, the contemporary documentation of local stories and traditional 

knowledge of Aboriginal land management.  

 

From the sharing and active knowledges exchanged in these works there comes 

contemplation. Aunty Miriam Rose’s words on deep listening, Dadirri, articulate my 

thoughts: “the stories and songs sink quietly into our minds and we hold them deep 

inside.”48 I want to talk more with Uncle Steve and let him know that we are learning 

to listen. We remember our black seeds and our voices sing out, and sing up Country 

strong.  
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Fig 70. Carol McGregor, Skin Country—detail. 
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Fig 71. Carol McGregor, Skin Country—back view.

 
 
1 Uncle Steve Kemp, Ghungalu man with Juipera and Garingbal, Aboriginal language and cultural 
leader, Woorabinda. Uncle Steve’s words are from a public discussion with Dale Harding, at the 
Institute of Modern Art (IMA), Brisbane, 14 February 2019. Quoted with permission. 
2 Bill Gammage, The Biggest Estate on Earth, How Aborigines made Australia (Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 
2011). 
3 In this context, ‘first contact’ refers to the initial interactions between Australian Indigenous people 
and European invaders, which is often pinpointed as the year 1770, with the landing of Captain Cook 
in Botany Bay. 
4 Staff members from The University of Queensland School of Biological Science were studying the 
effects of pastoralisation on plant biodiversity in Idalia National Park, including native and introduced 
plants, and on the macropod population there. 
5 Because of my arts practice, I have been given many different ochres from community members, 
alongside their permissions to use them publicly in workshops and in my art practice. 
6 McLean, Rattling Spears, 8. 
7 Some of the saved the possum skin and fur scraps were also passed on to other community 
members to use. 
8 gather bags won the inaugural Gather Award, St. Ita’s, Brisbane 2014 and were exhibited in  
Warriors, Sorcerers and Spirits, KickArts Contemporary Arts, Cairns Indigenous Art Fair, Cairns (2015). 
9 I experimented with increasing the scale of these bags but they became too animalistic, floppy and 
unidentifiable. These remained unresolved works until I created more on this scale, with a series of 
successful larger bags, painted and inscribed, that were included in Repositories of Recognition, 
(2018) Kluge Ruhe Aboriginal Art Gallery, Charlottesville, USA. 
10 I live in the ‘bush’ at the back of Brisbane, which has been categorised as an ‘environmental zone’ 
by the Council to protect and encourage new plantings of endemic native species. This fuelled my 
early gardening and native plant knowledge of greater Brisbane. 
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11 Glenn Leiper, Mutooroo – Plant Use by Australian Aboriginal People (Brisbane: Assembly Press Pty 
Ltd, 1984). For my research, I had collected a collage of plant references from notes taken in books, 
snippets from gardening literature, local government brochures, and my own held knowledge from 
conversations with family, friends and colleagues. 
12 Philip A. Clarke, Australian Plants as Aboriginal Tools (Kenthurst: Rosenburg Publishing, 2012).  
See also Philip A. Clarke, Aboriginal People and their Plants. (Kenthurst: Rosenburg Publishing, 2007).  
and Philip A. Clarke, Where the Ancestors Walked: Australia as an Aboriginal Landscape (Sydney: Allen 
& Unwin, 2003). 
13 See Pat and Sim Symons, Bush Heritage: An Introduction to the History of Plant and Animal Use by 
Aboriginal People and Colonists in the Brisbane and Sunshine Coast Areas (Nambour: Qld Complete 
Printing Services, 1996); Alan Barton, et al., Wild Plants of Greater Brisbane, (Brisbane: Queensland 
Museum, 2003); and Glenn Leiper, Mangroves to Mountains: A Field Guide to the Native Plants of 
South-East Queensland (Brisbane: Society for Growing Plants, Qld Region Inc, 2008). 
14 Margaret Iselin and Lyn Shipway, Plants: Bush Tucker, Medicinal and Other Uses of Minjerriba 
(North Stradbroke Island, Qld: North Stradbroke Island Aboriginal & Islander Housing Cooperative 
Society, 1998). 
15 There are protocols surrounding what knowledge can be shared and I have received permission 
from Elders and community members from the greater Brisbane region to publicly share all the 
images of plants depicted on my artworks with the underlying premise that they were traditionally 
used by their Ancestors. 
16 Turrbal Elder Uncle Joe Kirk, in conversation with the author, 2018. 
17 Bruce Pascoe, “The World’s First Baker,” lecture presented at the Remembering Myall Creek 
Conference, University of New England, Armidale, NSW, 8 June 2018.  
18 Bruce Pascoe, Dark Emu: Black Seeds: Agriculture or Accident? (Perth: Magabala Books 2014). 
19 Pascoe, “The World’s First Baker.”  
20 As with the possum skins featured in Art of the Skins and community cloak projects, the possum 
skins were sourced ethically from New Zealand and were ceremonially cleansed through smoking 
before any work on them began. 
21 William E. H. Stanner in Ian McLean, Rattling Spears, 259.  
22 Maiwar is the Turrbal language word for part of the Brisbane River where the city of Brisbane is 
now situated. 
23 Rigney relays in that Indigenous people exist within two frameworks—Indigenous and Western—
and that there can be multiple methodologies in Indigenist research. Rigney, Indigenist Research and 
Aboriginal Australia, 37. 
24 In most historical literature, the names are referenced as ‘Brisbane Aboriginal language’ and not 
definitively on what tribal language the names originate from.  
25 From the Turrbal language, see Petrie, Tom Petrie’s Reminiscences of Early Queensland, 92–93. 
More information on Queensland Aboriginal language and place names can be found at 
https://www.slq.qld.gov.au/discover/aboriginal-and-torres-strait-islander-cultures-and-
stories/languages/word-lists.  
26 For more, see Ray Kerkhove, Aboriginal Camp Sites of Greater Brisbane: An Historical Guide 
(Salisbury, Qld: Boolarong Press, 2015).  
27 As discussed, permission to use this knowledge was granted for my project.  
28 black seeds was acquired by the Redland Art Gallery, Cleveland, in 2016, and will be exhibited in 
their upcoming exhibition Seeing Country, June–September 2019. 
29 Gaiarbau, Some Original Views around Kilcoy, 55. 
30 Skin Country was specifically developed for The Commute, a collaborative project led by Indigenous 
curators Sarah Biscarra Dilley (yak tityu tityu yak tiłhini Northern Chumash, Chicana), Freja Carmichael 
(Quandamooka), Léuli Lunaʻi Eshraghi (Sāmoa), Tarah Hogue (Métis, Dutch Canadian), and Lana 
Lopesi (Sāmoa). The collective was invited to develop this project as Visiting Curators at the IMA in 
Mianjin (Brisbane). The exhibition took place from September to December 2018. Skin Country was 
funded by the IMA and a Creative Sparks Grant, a joint initiative of Brisbane City Council and the 
Queensland Government through Arts Queensland. 
31 Clarke is from the Mutti Mutti/Yorta Yorta/Boon Wurrung/Wemba Wemba peoples. 
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32 Maree Clarke in Tina Baum, Defying Empire, 3rd National Indigenous Art Triennial (Canberra: 
National Gallery of Australia, 2017), 37.  
33 Ibid. 
34 Clothhide Bullen, in Tina Baum, Defying Empire, 38. 
35 As with the possum skins featured in Art of the Skins and community cloak projects, the possum 
skins were sourced ethically from New Zealand and were ceremonially cleansed through smoking 
before any work on them began. 
36 My time spent earlier that year with the Hunter River cloak housed in the Smithsonian was the 
turning point to use this stitch in my personal art practice.  
37 Respected amateur anthropologist Peter Beveridge noted when observing skins being stitched 
together using a bone awl and sinew, “the quickness and dexterity displayed in the manipulation of 
these rude instruments and appliances is truly astonishing.” Peter Beveridge, The Aborigines of 
Victoria and Riverina as Seen by Peter Beveridge (Melbourne: M. L. Hutchinson, Glasgow Book 
Warehouse, 1889), 131. 
38 For examples of the John Oxley, map see https://www.antiqueprintclub.com/Products/Heritage-

Editions/Maps-Charts/John-Oxley-Brisbane-River-map-Hand-coloured-Herita.aspx. 
39 Uncle Bob Anderson, personal communication with author, 20 July 2018. 
40 I am extremely grateful to the community members who passed on special lilac and pink ochres for 
me to use in this project.  
41 Indigenous texts are scant, but I have spoken to many Indigenous people who would like to get 
their books and projects off the ground. 
42 There are approximately sixty-five plants featured on black seeds and 190 on Skin Country. 
43 See Balaangala Community Group, http://www.balaangala.org.au. 
44 The South Stradbroke Indigenous Artist Camps are an annual initiative of the Gold Coast City 
Council that give opportunity for local Indigenous artists to be mentored by leading artists. 
45 Glenn Leiper, Mangroves to Mountains. 
46 I had used this physicality of the work earlier with Journey cloak (2012), which features twenty 
panels covered in seeds and measures 450 x 250cm. 
47 Unlike black seeds, which was first hung on the wall with pins then subsequently exhibited under a 
glass case with only the design side shown. 
48 Miriam Rose Ungunmerr-Baumann, “Dadirri, Deep Listening.” 
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Conclusion 
 

The project Art of the Skins: un-silencing and remembering has employed ways of 

thinking being and doing as decolonising strategies that acknowledge and privilege 

Indigenous voice. The cloak-making workshops conducted as part of Art of the Skins 

provided an opportunity for South-East Queensland Indigenous community 

members to come together and learn about, celebrate and share the cultural 

practice of making and wearing possum skin cloaks.  

 

The ‘grass-roots’ research approach in the workshops, encompassing hands-on, 

haptic learning, enabled contextual understandings and an uncomplicated transfer 

of knowledge. As a result of extensive community involvement, where six 

community cloaks were made, there are now conversations about continuing the 

creation of community and family cloaks. In this way, the Art of the Skins has 

established a community-accepted model where possum skin cloak-making and 

wearing skills, knowledges and stories can be shared with future generations. Each 

cloak stands to become a collective journey for the community that makes it, 

providing a legacy from the past that leads into the future. 

 

The physical handling, talking to and being with possum cloaks rekindled memories 

for many Elders and community members. Reconnection to cloaks revealed that 

many memories had not been lost and affirmed the continuum of historical skins 

cloaks with contemporary skin cloaks.  

 

After spending time with historical skin cloaks held in museums, I experienced the 

dilemma of being able to be with the cloaks while knowing that these are away from 

the care of communities and that they are dislocated from their makers and Country. 

Even though objects are removed from their kin and context, they still hold cultural 

presence and meaning for me as an Indigenous person. Although these cloaks are 

often silenced in their holding places, I have encountered them as alive, with the 

hands of the makers evident. Acknowledging these cloaks as precious repositories of 

knowledge, I weave my learnings from them into my continued personal and 
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community cultural and art practices. 

 

The intersections of my theoretical and community research with my physical 

making practices, which have manifested in two possum skin cloaks black seeds and 

Skin Country, contribute to bringing forward and conveying shared Aboriginal bio-

cultural knowledge systems. 

 

Through methodologies such as deep listening, yarning and by collaborative acts of 

making, Art of the Skins has demonstrated positive outcomes of transformational 

relational Indigenous research. Indigenous people have lived and continue to live 

through representations of our cultures being made by other people. Rather than 

stories being told about us, this project claims and tells stories in our ways—un-

silencing, asserting and celebrating our cultures and identity. The Art of the Skins is 

an ongoing project that is leading to further uncovering and better understandings 

of Australian Indigenous history. It is contributing to ‘untelling’ and re-inscribing an 

Aboriginal presence. Each of the cloaks as it is made, decorated, worn, used, cared 

for and lived with becomes a statement of proud cultural identity. As Elder Uncle 

Bob Anderson says: “It is all here.”1

 
 
1 Uncle Bob Anderson, personal communication with author, 22 September 2018. 
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Appendices 
 

Links to Art of the Skins 

 

Art of the Skins catalogue: 
 
https://issuu.com/qcagriffith/docs/145 16 art of skins low res 
 
 
 
 
State Library Queensland Art of the Skins exhibition showcase: 
 
https://www.slq.qld.gov.au/discover/exhibitions/past-exhibitions/art-skins 
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Exhibitions  

 
2014–18 
 
 
 

Solo Exhibitions 
 
2018 Repositories of Recognition, Kluge-Ruhe Aboriginal Art Collection, 

Charlottesville, USA  
 
2017 Sistas and Grannies, Tandanya Aboriginal Art Gallery, Adelaide 
 
2017 Maiwar, Vibrant Laneways Project, Fish Lane, Brisbane 
 
2015 Idalia, HAAS Library, University of Qld, Brisbane 
 
2014 IDALIA imprints – The Webb Gallery, Qld College of Art (response to artist 

residency with The University of Queensland’s School of Biological Sciences)  
 
 
 

Group Exhibitions 
 
 
2019 Seeing Country, Redland Art Gallery, Cleveland 
 
2018–19 Boundary Lines, Griffith University Art Museum, Brisbane 
 
2018 The Commute, IMA, Brisbane 
 
2018 So Fine, National Portrait Gallery, Canberra 
 
2018 Myall Creek and Beyond, NERAM, Armidale 
 
2018 Lines in the Sand, Festival 2018, Commonwealth Games, Gold Coast 
 
2018 Acknowledging Place, Festival 2018, Gold Coast 
 
2018 Debra Porch and Friends, Woolloongabba Art Gallery, Brisbane 
 
2018 Moment and Method, POP Gallery, Brisbane 
 
2018 Intertwined, Festival 2018, Gold Coast 
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2017 It Tastes Like Sunshine, Museum of Brisbane, Brisbane 
 
2017–20 Open House, Tamworth Textile Triennial, Tamworth Regional Gallery and 

touring nationally 
 
2017 cross-currents: from island to mainland, Gold Coast City Gallery 
 
2017 The impression of our arteries, Woolloongabba Art Gallery, Brisbane 
 
2016 Redland Art Awards, Redland Art Gallery, Cleveland 
 
2016 Gathering Strands, Redland Art Gallery, Cleveland 
 
2016–17 Drawing Water, Vibrant Laneways Project, Brisbane 
 
2016 Souvenirs from Elsewhere, Woolloongabba Art Gallery, Brisbane 
 
2016 Art of the Skins, State Library Queensland, Brisbane 
 
2016 Drawing Water (DIG Tokyo 2016), Tokyo, Japan 
 
2016 Not So Secret Women’s Business, Laurier Street Gallery, Brisbane 
 
2015 Warriors, Sorcerers and Spirits, KickArts Contemporary Arts, Cairns Indigenous 

Art Fair, Cairns 
 
2015 Art Meets Science, Queensland Academy of Arts and Science, Brisbane 
 
2015 My Story, The Gold Coast Arts Centre, Gold Coast  
 
2015 Blak, Art from the Margins, St Andrews Hospital, Brisbane 
 
2015 Reconciliation Week, Judith Wright Centre, Brisbane 
 
2015 Floressence, Botanic Art Qld, Mt Cootha Gardens, Brisbane 
 
2014 Intimate Spaces Revealed, Canberra Contemporary Art Space, Canberra 
 
2014 The Churchie National Emerging Art Prize, GUAG Gallery, Brisbane 
 
2014 Redlands Konica Minolta Art Prize, National Art School, Sydney 
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